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By Eric Smith
Hilltop Staff Reporter

An Illinois-based research firm
Wednesday presented Howard
University Hospital with $100,000 in
drug prescription certificates -- part
of the firm's Patients-ln-Needprogram.
G.D. Searle and Co., a group that
develops, manufactures and markets
prescription drugs worldwide, is in
charg~ of the program that, according to Searle, helps needy patients
receive certificates from their doctors
if theY are finacially needy.
After receiving the certificates, ratients can then take the certificate and
prescription to any pharmacy for free
Searle drugs. Searle then compensates the pharmacy where the certificate was used.
1heir research activities focus
prit'narily on cardiovascular disease.
· ~our program will continue to

'
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bring health to appropriate patients
in need without the financial dilemma,'' said Thomas Kel,er, the senior
group director for the company .
Altending the news conference was
Dr. Otelia S . Randall, director of the
hypertension section of Howard's~
hospital, and Beverly Coleman
Miller, special assistant for medical
affairs in the District. Both expressed their support for Searle's efforts.
''At Howard University, we have
a lot of patients who cannot afford
cardidovascular drugs. With this new
program we will be able to provide
them with some of- the most modern
cardiovascular drugs,'' said Randall.
Miller added, ''It makes- it extremeley important that Searle has
become aggressive and moved into
the track of, 'We're all in this
together ... I hope this will begin to
create a wider base and encourage
other corporations to contribute to
this effort. , .

All those under a physicians care
who have an annual income of less
than $8,000 for one or two people
and who suffer from a disease for
\Vhich Searle makes a product, are
eligible for the program.
The Patients-in-Need program is
actually an expansion of a program
initiated by Searle in February 1987.
In that program they made $10
million available to patients and the
high blood pressure m'edication
Calan to the needy.
''I think this is a· good program
.
especially
because of the Calan,'
wl1ich - is good for high bloc-<l
pressure," said Randall. ''It turns (lUt
that black patients have high bl•Jod
pressure that is not responsive tv all
drugs. This particular medication is
one that they've shown tremendous
response to .''
Among the drugs that Searle has
made part of its program are Aldactazide, which lowers blood pressu re

in patients with hypertension; Calan
tablets, which are effective in the
treatment of chest pains; and Norpace, which is used to treat rhythm
disorders of the heart.
According to Keller, although
Searle does have a strong sense· of
social responsibilty, he admitted that
the good press received from the program and the fact that this will get
names of their products in front of
physicians was also a factor in expanding the program.
''This is a way of doing business
~rom now on. As new products are
introduced, we will add. them to the
program," said Keller.
M_ill~r further . expressed her ap-

prec1at1on by saying thal Searle's eff~rts have put them on a new profess1on51l level of being able to hand someone a piece of paper which is according to Miller, ''their door back
to health."

'

New LASC
president
disqualified ·

Ph1110 b}· Paul Woodruff

,

LoTonjio Robinson {right) and Lacey Wyatt two new sorors of

AK~ are all smiles as they step on the Ya;d.
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Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard AKA chapter
- under investigation
tl1 e chapter, .refused to comment .
· '' I have no co mmenl on any
so rority busi ness. Alpha Kappa
-~ l pha is a secret social organizatio n and as such, I do not care to
comment, " she said.
University recognition of the
suspension was confirmed by Raymond Archer, director of student
activities. ''It's my understanding
through Kim Boyd, the sorority' s
graduate advisor, that all activities
a re suspe nded and [that] the
Unive rsity does· not recognize
chapter activities.''
Nan Johnson, nationa l executive director of the sorority had
not returned Hilltop phone calls at
press time.
Although no sorority ,official
would say \vho filed th"e initial
complai11t against the chapter it is
b.e li~ved that the charges' are
s 1~1I~~ to all~ge d illegal pledging
act1v1t1es out lined in a Washington
Afro-American
front-page
commentary .
The commentary, \vhich was
pri11ted April 2, centered on the
alleged mistreatment during th.::
pledge period of one of lhe 41 new

By Alf>nza Robertson
and Roberl L. Frelow, Jr.
Hilltop Staff Repurtcrs

Another Howard social Greekletter organization is u11der investigation after ch arges of
m isbehavior were filed \Vith the
so rority's regional office.
All aclivities and privileges of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. , Alpha Chapter, have been
suspended un til co mpletion of the
investigation, according lo Idell
Pugh , East coast regional d irector
of the sorority.
''Sorors of Alpha chapter 1nay
not have bee n act ing in concert
with bylaws," Pu gh said. '' I am
concerned because of accusations
against the chap1er (and) the
behavior of some members ha-. not
been conduciv e [\Vitl1 sorority
policy]."
Accord ing to Pugh, the Suspension is a ''very touc hy situati on."
She refused lo elaborate on the
specific nalure of the charges.
Pugh did add , however, that the
suspension includes the chapter 's
planned cabaret for April 15.
Kim Boyd, gradu ate advisor to

D Continued on page 11
•

Clinics offer help in unwanted pregnancies
By Diana Carler
Terri, a freshman f"rom the
District, is a pelite woman \Vith
honey-colored, blotch -free skin, big
brown eyes under perfectly arched
eyebrows and a small, slender nose .
She is always dressed fashio nably .
Never without a coy smile for men
she finds attractive, Terri is energetic
and outspoken -- yet, she harbors an
unpleasant experi e n ce in her

'
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memory.

It has been a year and four months
since Terri [who's real name has been

changed to protect her identity] made
a decision to terminate a pregnancy
during her senior year in high school.
For her , to have destroyed a life
has been hard to deal with.
Terri and her former boyfriend
Michael [also used to protect his identity], are now both ·student s at

Howard University. The;· have not

'

''I was not sexually active when I
got pregnant. It was my second time
having sex when I discovered I missed my period. Michael wa·s not
h~lpful at all. He told me to 'kill it'

when I told him," said Terri.
4
'He promised to give me money
and then reneged. He called the day
before I was to go and said he had
no money. I ended up paying for it
myself, and my besl friend went as
support since Michael would nol go.
''I never felt more lonely in my
life," she said with tears in her eyes.
''I turned to drinking. I stayed drunk
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Photo by Fransc_i!!_o Crowelle, Jr.

tudents marched with the banner slogan, 'Fuitilling Our Mission'' during the A-building rally Monda-~:

1,500 join symbolic takeover
her speech as , she gave, what she
termed, the \''true -history'' of
H illtop S1aff Reporter
Howard. Backed by the beating of an
Approximately 1,500 Howard African drum, Revard told the group
st udents, alumni and communit y that the university was ''named after
members atiended a seizure and ral- a murderer.''
''General Howard is not so meone
ly Monday in commemoration of a
to be proud of," she told the group.
1_9 68 student takeover of th t
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Ad - ''He killed my people.''
Revard called Oliver Otis Howard,
ministration Building and in honor of
the April
I %8 assasination of Civil one of the founders of the universiRights leader Dr. Marti11 Luther King ty, a '' traitor'' and said she and her
group were calling on HUSA to help
Jr.
The symbolic event, sponsored by them rename the school after a prothe Howard University Student minent Indian chief. She also said the
Association (HUSA), took place in university was originally established
front of the Administration Building to educate African and Indian
and the Fredrick Douglass Memorial students.
''But where are the Indians?'' she
Hall.
Despite threat of rain, students asked the predominately black
sang and listened to various speakers crowd. '' We are demanding that the
stationed in front of the Administra- administration do a few things. "
''We want them to institute a protio n building.
. After singing life Every Voice and gram. to recruit Indian students ' to
provide as much financial assistance
~1n.g. the black national anthem, part1c1pants heard presentations from that is .necessary for those students to
Betsy Revard of the American Indian attend this school and to institute ~
Movement (AIM) and Howard alum- program of Indian study so that all
nus Dr. Ewart Brown, who as of our people will know the true
H~SA pres.ident in 1968, play~d a · history of their countr~', " she said .
As the drummer continued to play,
ma1or role 1n that years protest.
Revard shocked students during Brown told the students, in detail,
By Shelia Maxwell
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The Liberal Arts Studen1 Council
voted to disqualify the nomination of
Augustus Johnson as the newly
elected president, during a meeting
held Thursday evening.
.
Although the meeting was first an ·
nounced as a transitional meetir1g for
newly elected officials, it was later
termed as an emergency meeting.
During the meeting, LASC
presidential candidate, Kelvin Jones,
came before the council to present his
contestations of the elections results.
According to Bostic Beard, current
LASC vice-president and election
chairman, the decisions made at
Thursday'-S meeting may however be
invalid.
''The meeting is constitutionally illegal for several reasons, mainly
because an emergency meeting cannot be called unless all members have
been given a 24-hour notice, and we
were not, " said Beard. He added that
he was not present at the meeting
because it was called a transitional
meeting .
Candidate · Jones claimed that
Johnson had broken two elections
rules by posting fliers near polling'
booths and sitting near the polls. According to council member Daniel
Goodwin, Jones had raised these
issues following the first elections,
but his claims were thrown out twice

what happened in 1968.
'' In 1968, this campus was hot. We
(the students] were dissatisfied with
the way that the administration was
running the university," said Brown,
by Beard.
adding that under the administration
of Dr. James M. Nabrit Jr., the
Beard, .however commented that .
university threatened to discipline 38 Jones lacked the necessary pf9of as
students who had participated in a to who actually posted the fliers,
Charter Day protest earlier that year · therefore he had no case.
without giving them a fair trial.
Goodwin, who attended the
According to Brown, when meeting, said that the council decidstudents found that ·the administra- ed t«;> dismiss Beard's decision, distion would not negotiate, they took qualify Johnson, and to have another
action. The 2,000 students held a run-off election between the two reshort rally, followed by a march and maining candidates, Jones and Brian
subsequent takeover of the Ad- Watkins. Johnson has been barred
ministration building.
from the run-off election.
''Despite our petty differences,
''Since J(,lnes did not have 51 p~r
students from the various schools cent of the vote in the first election,
each played major roles in keeping we need to have a run·- off, so we will,
the students organized and alert for excluding Johnson who is disfive consecutive days,'' said Brown.
''The 'major impact of the whole 0 Continued on page2 ~
event was that our demands were
met," he said. Those demands included the resignation of Nabrit and
his vice-president. Brown said the
most suprising aspect of the 1968 protest was the unity that came about
among the students.
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Japanese students join Howard in debate

Co-ed
sexuality:

By Glenda Fauntleroy
Hilltop Staff Reporter

A look behind
closed doors

spoken to one another since the abor-

tion. For Terri , the relationship was
a series of ups and downs.

.J f'

4:

Counseling aids youth
Hillt op Staff Reporter

--~

By G lenda Faunt leroy

Fourth in a series
four times a week and did many
stupid things. I st ayed in trouble at
school. I almost got kicked out. Yet,
I managed to keep iny grades up and
graduate.''
For Terri , the anxiety led lo deviant behavior that almost cost her
her future .
As a result, Terri became a part of
the 1.5 million patients across the
country who have abonions performed annually. Since its legalization in
1973, :..bortions have served as an
alternative means to an unwanted

O Continued on page 15

. Howa.rd University got a sample of
1nternat1onal talent and competition
Wednesday night as Howard's debate
team exchanged wits with debaters
from Japan.
Howard's Martin Luther King
Forensic society hosted the exhibition
as part of their continuing effort to
attract more international teams to
the University.
. Altl10.ugh the debate proved amusing at times, as the Howard teams
tackled difficulties in the Japanese
team's pronunciation it was a worthy display of How~rd's debating
talent.
Representing Howard's team was
Beverly James, a junior in the School
of Communications, and David
J3:ckson, !1 sophomore political
science ma1or and p_resident of the

Denzel Washington ·

Washington up for
an Oscar, p'. 6
_

_

Photo by Paul Woodruff

Beverly James awaits her turn to debate with Ali.ino Tli.eyo .
team. For the Japanese international
teafll, Yuzura Yamashita and Akira
Tkeya were present from two
separate colleges in their country.
The topic for the discussion or

resolution, as called by debaters,
argued if the United States should
alter its policies of trade with Japan .
Howard took the affirmative stance
O Continued oil page 15

Marathon for
Jackson, p.2
Howard Relays
preview, p. 14
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Homecoming committee
names 1988 executives

LASC

By Robert J. Vickers

I•

Continued from · pag~ 1

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The 1988 Homecorriing Policy
Board selected Craig Bedford and

qualified, ''said Goodwin.
T~e. controversy surrounding the
council's vote during the meeting involv"b a discrepency in the number of
proxy votes that were used and the
ques~ion of the validity of the ·
proxtes.
..
''I know of two proxy votes that
were used that did not have the consent of the council member, so these
proxies are invalid,"said Johnson.
Renee Orr, chief of the LASC
, staff, said that any proxy that is to _
be used must have her signature. She
remarked that there were at least five
proxies issued, and she only signed
three.

Gerald Smith earlier this week as the
chariman and treasurer respectively
of the 1988 Homecoming Steering
Committee.
Bedford, a senior finance major,
was chosen from a group of six applicants, and Smith, junior accounting major, was chosen from a group

a

of five applicants.
As chairman of the steering committee, Bedfoid said he plans to meet
with Smith soon and discuss their
budget before he goes before the
policy board for approval.
Office of Student Activities officials said the initial application period for both positions was extended to solicit more applications and
to incorporate a lowered grade point
average requirement.
The extention of the deadline was
ratified to ''allow a wider range of
students to apply~·· and more people did," said Belinda LightfootWatkins, assistant director of student
activities and the advisor to the steering committee.
It has been alleged by other
students that some members of the
'
policy board lobbied
for a lower
grade point average requirement so
close friends or a,ssociates would then
meet all of the qualifications for the
position.
Lightfoot-Watkins said, ''I don't
believe that the grade point average
requirement was lowered to accomodate .(specific} peopl~"
''They (the homecoming steering
committee) were chosen late, the best
time is February," so that they can
receive feedback from students, she
said.
According to student activities officia ls, four applications \Vere received prior to the extention and two additional applications were recieved
afterwards.

''Those proxies were· counted as
far as the vote, however, without my
signature, they are not official,'' said
Orr.
According to Goodwin, the council members who held one proxy vote
were Floyd Dickens and Donald
Walker. Kimberly Churchwell and
Gioia Crear both held two proxies.
Last night, Johnson termed his disqualification as a ''cut throat mission'' by those council members who
support Kelvin Jones. He added that
the council never really wanted him
in office. The council's decision$ will
be contested, said Johnson.

-

Hilltop Staff Reporter

In a11 effort to raise funds for the
presidential campaign of the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, as well as to foster a
feeling of unity among Howard
students, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc. are sponsoring a ''Run Jesse
Run'' Jog-A-Thon Saturday.
The 10 kilometer run will start at
lOam al 4th and Bryant Streets, N. W.
and \!/i ll involve participants who
\vish to be sponsored and those who
just wan1 to run in support of
Jackson.
An entrance fee of $10 will be
charged to tl1ose \l:ho do not have
sponsorship.
''It' s basically a Howard University eff art," said Darin Earley, Vice
basileus (president) of the fraternity.
Earley hopes the event will spark interest and activism among the student
body. Also, lie predicts that the community will \Vitness the 'collective effort and want . \O get involved.
' Earley, \vho noted that he had not
seen a stude11t effort to support

-
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Photo by Susan Harewood

Students held clenched fist high in the show of support of o speaker's message.

•

Gerald Smith '
Lightfoot-Watkins see.med pleased
with committee selection and was
positive about next year's homecoming. ''As far as homecoming is concerned, I'm very optimistic. There are
an awful lot of things they want to
do."
Bedford said that applications for
staff positio'l'ls are currently available
in the Office of Student Activities.

Seizure
1

Continued from page 1
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''Our committment was to the
same idea," he said . ''There was a
different look on the faces of the
students ... we suppressed our petty

Omegas sponsor run to benefit Jesse
By Tanya Alexander

.-

Jackson in 1984 on Howard's cam·
pus; sii.id Omega Psi Phi is also working with the D.C. headquarters of
Jackson's national carhpaign.
There will be sign-up sheets at the
jog-a-thon for persons who want to
volunteer at Jackson's national headquarters as poll watchers, survey conductors, etc. Also, contributions to
the campaign will be welcomed and
all funds raised will go directly to
Jackson's campaign.
''We're united around this one
theme,'' said Earley. All Howard
students, organizations, student com1nittees, and Greek organizations
have been invited to .participate in the
run. Earley said Omega Psi Phi,
''just \\'ant s to do something fo r the
con11nL1nity'' and that he is ''tired of
doi11g 1hi11gs tl1at make us look good,
but do 1101 have any impact.''
The event is an attempt to increase
social and political awareness, parti cularly among black p.eople since
.Jackso n's iss ues of drugs, and social
programs are of particular concern to
the masses of black people, according
to Earley.

differences and came together.''
He concluded his speech by telling
students that ''it's nice to relive the
past .. . but Howard is facing a
gloomy t'u ture.''
''If you do not understand that,
when you leave Howard University,
you have a choice [of whether or not
to support the university]. The
apathetic ones now are the apathetic
ones later,'' he said.
Chanting ''Unification of the
masses, culture awareness in the
classes," HUSA students then marched to Douglass Hall to mourn the
assasination of Martin Luther King
and to urge unity among Howard

students. After raising the African Jean told students, ''there is a terriflag in place of the American flag for ble disease which is eating at oilr
the first time in the school's history, brothers and sisters . .As black
according to HUSA, students stood students, we must realize our mission
in a moment of silence 1n in fulfilling (the efforts of our
rememberance of King.
ancestors]. ''
HUSA member Nancy Joseph
''But we have to understand that
opened the noon program with a the Only way we can tap into· their
state.ment saying, ''Confrontation is (white society's] resources is by first
with us. What differentiates us from •having a positive attitude towards
other races is that we have a special ourselves [as a whole],'' he said.
mission ... ,'' she said. ''In 1988, we
Jean added that students first need
still have a mission and a legacy to to focus on educating themselves and
fol low ... we want to be pblitically then they can deal with the ''real
educated, organized, and united.''
issues: substance and not symbol. "
Joseph later introduced HUSA
''Proper education will correct the
President Fritz Jean. In his address, errors (of the past],'' he said.

.
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''Jesse is going to win,". said
Earley. '' I really believe it in my
heart.''
.,.For Earley, Jackson is the most
knowledgeable on specific issues than
any other candidate.
''Omega Psi Phi would support
him even if he were ·not a fraternity
brother,'' said Earley, adding that the
fraternity is supporting Jackson's
ideas and concepts, primarily.
''If nothing else, it will be a morale
booster," said Earle.y of the jog-athon. He hopes to have a turnout of
approximately 200 to 400 people.
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The first entrants to register will
receive free t·shirts. Prizes will be
awarded to first, seco nd, and third
place finishers. 'Sponsorship money
will be due no later than Monday,
April 18.
"We [black people] have been
spending
too
mu c h
time
speculating, '' explained Earley,
''Either you're going to support him
110 percent or you're not ... Give
everything y9u've got to give."

•

WHMM manager inducted into D.C.'s NATAS
By C urtrise Garner
HiJltop Staff ReRorter

' '

The general manager of Howard
University's WHMM TV-32 was
se lected as an inductee to the
District' s Silver Circle of Broadcasting, part of the Washington
chapter of the National Academy of
Television Arts and Sciences
(NATAS).
.
Arnold D . Wallace received
unaniomous approval by the local
chapter of NAT AS. A veteran CBS
broadcaster, he has been general
manager of WHMM since 1980.
Wallace said his reasons for working with WHMM are mainly to share
the training he received f:om CBS
with blacks and other minorities.
His advice to those seeking careers
in broadcasting is simple . ''Try to

Fore~sics

seek avenues to form coalitions and
partnership in some form of telecommunications outlet-· and do it soon.
The doors are rapidly closing, as a
result of· financial and spectrum
usage pressure, " / he said
Wallace and WHMM have been
recognized fo r many programs and
commu nit y outreach projects. In
1987, the station \vas awarded the
prestigious Presidential Award for
the ''Stay In School Project." And
since 1980, WHMM has received ten
local programming Emmies.
''I am quite ' proud of my accomplishments. I came from humble
beginnings and, since my youth, have
managed to impress people in high
places in regards to my commitment
to the task and an earnest desire for
professional growth," he said. ''Fortunately it has paid off handsomely ."

When Wallace looks back at the
past,· Dr. Martin Luther King is often
present as an inspiration -- even in the
turning point of his career and in one
of his most memorable experiences.
A turning point came fo r him during the 1960s march in Selma,
Alabama. ''After that, commercial

Preserve the memory of Howard Uni11ersity's 120th Commencement on Saturday, May 14, 1988. Order 'fOUr 11ideo
CilSJette by follarving these etJSy step1:
1. Pick up order form with.your invitatian1 (April 18)
OR with your cap and gown (May 9)
OR by using the order form below

2. Complete order form and 1ubmit with check or money order for TOTAL AMOUNT to WHMM /TV 32, 2222
4th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20059 by MAY JO, 1988. Tapes are $J9.95 EACH.
J. Orders will be filled within JO days AFTER MAY JOTH.

broadcasters suddenly seemed overly sensitive to plights of blacks and
moved many barriers for minorities
in commercial broadcasting. It raised the sensitivities," said Wallace.
One of his most memorable experiences was in Philadelphia on
Easter Sunday in 1966~ During a
speech given by King, the minister
remarked on the rare presence of a
black cameraman, speaking of ·
Wa)_lace who_was taping the occasion.

CUT HERE

Hilltop Staff Reporte r

Hard work and dedication has paid
off for members of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Forensics Society as
the team will enter the organization's
national competitiQn this year.
According to Tuesday Williams, a
second-year candidate for nationals,
anyone who comes in first, second or
third in three of the tournaments
qualifies for nationals.
Aside from Williams, others who
have itualified for nationals include

-

-~-------------------------

AddreJJ---------------------------------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ _ __ Zip Code _ _ _ __
•

HOWARD UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT 1988

society to compete nationally

By Yolanda P. McCann

•

FORMAT DESIRED ·

The team -has travelled to various
Toni Blackman, Darren Gayles,
Micheal Matthews, Shawn Ray, places over the past two years, inBrian Williams and Florence cluding trips to California and Texas.
This year the team will be travelWoodard .
For Blackman and Matthews, this ing to Bradley University in Peoria,
is the first year of national competi- ~_II . where nation_C!_ls will take place.
_Only two of the teams members
tion where they will be testing their
have attend.ed nationals for the past
skills against students from all over three years: Shawn Ray and Florence
the country .
Woodard, both transfer students
''It is a great thrill to know that from California.
you have worked hard and been
Woodard currently holds the
ackno~ledged for it. This is an op- . award for best speaker in the area. ''I
portun1ty that I plan to take advan- encourage all teammates to make·
tage of and make the best of it,'' said their representation of Howard
Matthews .
· University a good one,'' she said.

VHS D

Betamax

0

Na. ofropies - - - - - - - - -

Cost: SJ9.95 for each copy ordered
Please make check or money order payable to WHMM-TV. (NO CASH PLEASE)
•

,

AGREEMENT

It is u~d~rstood and agreed that this material or portions thefeof, either picture or sound, will f'IOT be wrd for
transm~ss1an on any lrroadctJSt station, nor reproduced, nor shown for the purpose of charging admission, nor a~
.used for commercial purposes withori? prior fVTitten apprrwal of WHMM ·TV.
Signature---- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
All orden MUS'f be recei't'ed by May JO, 1988. Materials will be forwarded to tM atld~11 abow witbift

Jar AFTER MAY JOTH.
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NO CASH OR WALK.JN ORDERS WILL BE ACCEPTED. ONL'£. ORDERS ACCOMPANIED
BY COMPLETED ORDER FORM AND TOTAL PAYMENT WILL BE PROCESSED. COPIES
CANNOT BE PICKED UP FROM THE STATION AT ANY TIME. NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE!
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,C ountry pays tribute
to King's life, work

Dukakis regains lead
By Lori Buckner
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Protests, leader's slaying commemorated
in rallies, demonstrations, special services

Front-runner status was reclaimed
by Michael Dukakis as he won a
19-percentage-point margin over
Jesse Jackson in the Wisconsin
Democratic primary yesterday.

be in the streets of the United States

By Tracey A. Hymes

of America.''

Hilltop Staff Reporter

The loss brought a temporary set·
back to the momentum Jackson gained in a surprising victory in the recent
Michigan primary. Sen. Albert Gore
Jr. (Tenn.), who according to The
Washington Post, has yet to have a
good showing outside the border
states, finished third with 17 per.c ent.
Sen. Paul Simon's (Ill.) earning of
only 5 percent is expected to cause
him to pull out of active candidacy.

Thi s statement by Carmichael,

who is now known as Kwame Toure,

This week marks the 20th anniver-

characterized the sentiment of most

. sary of the beginning of one of the

blacks in the nation, for, they felt it

most trying times of racial tension in
the history of the United States-- the
slaying of civil righ1 s leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
On the evening of April 4, 1968,
the nation was in an uproar. King

was time to stand up for what they
believed.

Today, 20 years later, King is
remembered for his leadership in the
fight against inequality and social and
economic injustice--problems which,
in 1988, continue to plague our
society.

had been shot and, for many, a
dream had been shattered.
The time following the shooting
"Was charactirized by violent protest
1 and racial tension that many today
can not even attempt to understand .
For the blacks of 1968, the shooting
of King meant a possible end to their
hope in the st ruggle. In fear of losing all that King had gained for them,
blacks retaliated in the
form of riots.
--Among the cro\vd of rioters in
1968 in the District was Stokely Car- michael, then the 26-year-old leader
of the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee. Carmichael fe lt
the impact of the slaying of King, and
he immediately took action and told
blacks what the death meant.
''When white America killed Dr.
King last night, she declared war on
us,'' he said. ''We have to retaliate
for the deaths of our leaders. The executions of those deaths will not be
in the courtrooms. They are going to

In commemoration of the anniversary of the assassination of King, individuals throughout the country participated in demonstrations, rallies,
and other special services designed to
honor a man whose dream lives on.
In the nation's capital, residents
a nd city officials gathered around the
14th and U Streets N. W. area to
honor the civil rights leader who had
an impact not only on the District,
but on the entire nation. Twenty
years ago, this same area was burned by Washingtonians following the
announcement of King's death.
During the commemoration service, Mayor Marion Barry Jr. spoke
about the city's progress as well as its

The Jackson campaign, which ended up with 28 percent, held high expectations for an outstanding performance in Wisconsin, but addressed
speculation that he had overestimated
his potential there.
''Suffice it to say that I will not at
the enctof each campaign pull out the

Martin Luther King, Jr.: ''Freedom is not something the oppressor will
give to the oppressed. Freedom is something the oppressed must demand
from the oppressor.''
current fight against drug abuse. The
event was held in front of the Frank
D. Reeves Center of Municipal Affairs, which is located in the midst of
where the fires originated in 1968.
In Memphis, Tenn., civil rights advocate Benjamin Hook s spoke at the
-Lorraine Motel, the place where King
was shot. King had gone to Memphis
to help sanitation workers who then

were making $1.04 per hour. Today,
most make more than $16,000 per
year.
In Atlanta, individuals gathered at
the Martin Luther King Center for
Nonviolent Social Change. Coretta
Scott King, president and chief executive officer of the center, addressed a crowd concerning the barriers of
raCism that still exist.
"

Senate approves $17. 7 million to aid Contra rebels
Humanitarian assistance to be used for food, ' clothes, shelter, medical supplies
given for the purchase, replacement,
or maintenance of any military
supplies.

By Jason Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporier

The U.S. Senate voted 87 to 7 last
Thursday in ,(avor of a new $47.9
million non-mlllitary aid package to
the Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
The plan calls for $17.7 million in
humanitarian asistance to the Contras during a 60 day cease-fi re, ''thich
is part of the March 23 Sapoa agreement signed by the Cont ras and the
Nicaraguan gover11ment. Food ,
clothing, medical supplies and sheller
are the type of provisions for which
the money may be used.
Supporters of the aid plan have
said that the funds will not only go
to the Contras but also to victims of
che the war. There \viii be no money

An additiona l1$10 million will be
allotted for the funding of a special
Verification Commission which will
monitor both side s to . assure
adherence to the cease-fire
agreement.
In a statement to the Senate, a supporter of the aid plan, Massachusetts
Senator John Kerry , a member of the
Senate committee on foreign relations, said the plan was a giant step
towards peace in the region.
''This plan we are voting on today
is exactly what . I have been argu~ng

in support of for the past four
years," he sa id. ''This plan provides
the financial reso urces to imp lement
the Sapoa agreement."
Kerry also emphasized tl1at the
Nicaraguan people must decide their
O\vn future. ''This is \Vhat the Contadora effort envisiOns from the very
beginning; and this is what president
Oscar Arias of Costa Rica has pursued with such persistence and
wisdom when he moved the Central
American nations to seize the initiative in determining their own
destinies--free of outside interference," stated Kerry.
In late February, the House Of
Representatives suspended all supplie~ to the Contras. The Sapoa plan

\viii be the first relief to the Contras
si nce that suspension began.
Some conservatives on Capitol Hill
have warned that this aid niay be too
late.
Senator Jesse Helms (R-N.C .) was
un sati sfied with the aid plan, calling
it '' nothing more than a band-aid on
the conscious of The Congress."

.

-

Though the aid is current ly funded through the U.S. Agency for International Development, the actual
disbursement of funds would be by
neutral groups chosen by the signers
of the Sapoa agreement.
If success ful, supporters of the
plan said it would help provide for
gradual reintegration of the Contras
into .Nicaraguan society.

flower to see ·if it's still growing,''
Jackson said, speaking in Phoenix,
Ariz. after the Wisconsin election.
ABC News exit polls revealed that
Jackson won 23 percent of the white
vote, which, said The Post, is ''three
times as many as he won in the 1984
priinary and matching his previous
. best 1988 showing in Connecticut last
week."
The Post reported that Dukakis has
won the largest number of delegates
in 15 of 34 states that have already
voted, but will most likely fall well

short of the 2,082 delegates needed
for nomination. H_owever, he is
beginning to fullfill the electoral requirements of the 646 uncommitted
delegates whose support could give
him victory at the national
convention.
Dukakis is now the favorite in the
April 19 New York primary . . ~
The Republican primary had only
one active candidate, Vice President
George Bush. Bush won 84 percent
of the vote (compared to Pat Robertson's 7 percent) all 47 delegates to his
party's' National Convention.

Ariz. governor ousted
By Jason Johnson
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Arizona Gov. Evan Mecham was
convicted and impeached by the
state's senate earlier this week, making him the first U.S. governor to be
removed from office in over 59 years.
In a clear 26 to 4 vote, Mecham
was found guilty of misusing $80,000
of a government protocol fund by
loaning it to his own Pontiac auto
dealership. He was also convicted on
a second charge of obstruction by a
21 to 9 vote.

motivated.
_
"' Well, they [senate. members]
don't like . my politics," he said.
''We've finished a political trial."
Former State Secretary Rose Mofford, a Democrat, took over as acting governor following the
impeachment.
A motion to keep Mecham from
ever running for public office in the
future fell just three votes short of the
two-thirds majority needed to enact
it, with a 17 to 13 vote.
The votes were the climax of a sixweek trial that sparked from
widespread public condemnation of
Mecham.
•
'-:..;

The obstruction charge stemmed
from an attempt by Mecham to derail
Mecham became governor in an
a death-threat investigation of a upset election when the two front
memeber of his staff. In both cases runners split their votes, enabling him
a two-thirds vote was needed for the to capture a majority and win the
conviction.
race.
Mecham, a Republican in his first
State Sen. Jesus ''Chuy'' Higuera,
term, has been under attack by who voted for the impeachment, sa.¥.J
various groups since the beginning of that Mecham had not sufficiently
his term in office.
proved his innocence of the charges.
He had been crit icized for negative
remarks
concerning
blacks,
Mecham - also faces a separate
Hispanics, Japanese, homosexuals,_fcriminal trial on .chatges that he conand women. He had received strong cealed a $350,000 campaign loan to
criticism from both colleagues and his 1983 election campaign fund.
opponents for his refusal to
Following his conviction and imacknowledge the federal holiday peachment, Mecham expressed
honoring the birth of slain civil rights uncertainty as to his future plans.
activist Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr .
''I don't have any plans yet of
Following the convictions, what I intend to do ... That will come
Mecham called the trial politically .. at a later ,date," ~be said.
1

Nati on in brief
Al03
Art and reason

'

Study says children are
one-third
of D.C. 'spoor
•

When Mark and I decided ro spend
the \veekend at his n1orher's house,
I never in1agined I would be \Val king
into a nlouse's nightmare. There \Vere
cats C\ ery,vl1ere.
Car plaques, car statues, car c locks,
c\·cn a car n1at. I couldn't begin to duplicate her collection of kitty litter if! spent
....
a year at a garage sa le, Conspicuously
.k.oti?-!I/?
absent, ho\vever, was a real cat. Strange, >~~
I thought, and-began to fear that a
·
\veekend with car won1an could be a
lot less than purr-fecc
But then she can1e home, and
Mark introduced her. She was
dresseq surprisingly well-no
leopard pants. In fact, you
could Sa}' she \vas the-cat's n1CO\v,
but !ti rather not.
~·.
She offered nle a cup of Dutch Chocolate Mint. Now .that was son1ething
I could relate to. Then she brought it
out in the most beautiful, distinctly
unfeline china !ti ever seen. As \Ve
sipped, I found our that Mrs. Can1pbell
has niv san1e·weakness for c;hocolate,
loves the theater as n1uch ar, r do, but,
i11cre(iihl}~ 11e\1er sa\v ''Cats.' So Mark
and I arc taking her next nlonth .
'

'

A third of the people in poverty in
the District are children, four out
of five are black, and an even
more disproportionate number ar~
Hispanic, according to a new profile of rising D.C. poverty.
The study, released Tuesday by
the Greater Washington Research
Center, found that the number of
poor District residents rose 8 per-

1

cent from 1980 to 1986, a period
when the overall population of the
city was declining. But, researchers commented that the ''situation in the District appears better''
than in many other cities.
The report is · part of a major
" long-term research project financed primarily by the Rockefeller
Foundation. According to James
0. Gibson, director of the foundation's equal opportunity program, the foundation views the
report, which includes an analysis
of job opportunities and barriers
to employment, as the most comprehensive look at poverty done in
a major U.S. city.

Meese announces new
choices for top aides

General Foods• lnterliational Coffees.
Share the feeling,
•
'

~

c-m;L

'

C L9:1111Gcnrr~I Foodst:orp.

Attorney General Edwin Meese
III Tuesday announced his selections for two Justice Depanment
vacancies, but only after his first
choice for one of the jobs turned
him down, his pick for another
key position rejected the offer and
the White House made clear that
it had not yet endorsed his choices.
Meese said he was recommending that Reagan nominate ''two
truly exceptional public servants''
for the department's second-and
· third-ranking positions: St. Louis
lawyer John C. Shepherd, a past
president of the American Bar
Association, for deputy general,
and Assistant Treasury Secretary
Francis A. Keating II for associate
attorney general.

•

MeesC ·said that both would be
appointed in an acting capacity
until they are nominated and
confirmed .
•

President Reagan said
to hint at Iran pardons
President Reagan hinted to a
group of House Republicans
recently that he might pardon
former national security advisor
John M. Poindexter and former
National Security Council aide
Oliver L. North, according to two
congressmen who were present.
The president's remark was
made at the conclusion of his
March 22 appearance on Capitol
Hill before the House Republican
Conference, a closed meeting of
the GOP members of the House.
Rep, Henry J. Hyde (R-lll_) suggested to Reagan that ''if nothing
more significant develops'' about
the activities of North and
Poindexter in the Iran-contra
scandal, ·the president should sign
pardons for them in the waning
days of his term next January. He
further suggested that Reagan sign
the documents in a ceremony at
the Vietnam Veterans Memorial.
The suggestion was met with applause . from the Republicans.
Reagan responded that he could
not discuss what he might do
about pardons, the two congresssman said.
But then he added, according to
one of them, ''I like the sound of
those words." The other con·
gressman recalled that Reagan
said, ''I like hearing what you
said.''

Study says new gasoline
is a pollution source
The petroleum's industry's increasing production of highvolatility gasoline to prevent
engine knock has ,resulted in a new

and significant source of air pollu- 1
tion, according to a study by the ,
Center for Auto Safety.
The consumer group said that
gasoline spurts from the filler neck
and leaks from tanks under excess
pressure.
The
dangerous
hydrocarbons released from a
single spurt or leak of gasoline
amounts to the collective.pollution
that escapes into the air during the
refueling of 300 vehicles, according to the report.
The report said high fuel
volatility has a ''major adverse impact'' on smog, produced when
hydrocarbons are exposed to
sunlight, that the Environmental
Protection Agency should consider setting standards for gasoline
volatility - a measure of how
quickly it evaporates.

Siamese twins to begin .
quest for life at borne
The spectacular story of. the
Binder twins·-Siamese twins who
only seven months ago were
separated in a 22-hour operation
at Johns Hopkins Hospital--took
another turn for the better
Wednesday with the announcement that the boys will be released this week.
The twins are expected to return
home to J.Jlm, West Germany
under the care of their parents.
Despite the good news, doctors
remain uncertain about the longterm prospects for the two ·
14-month-old boys, Patrick and
Benjamin, who were joined at the
back of the head . The twjns are

neurologically imRaired, are lagging ' in normal development and
may never perform some basic
functions such as walking and

talking, doctors say.
Dr. Benjamin Carson, director
of pediatric neurosurgery, said a
critical point will be when the boys
complete the development of their
central nervous systems within the
next two years:Until then, he said,
''there's absolutely no Way we can
predict" how normal the boys will
be . .
.
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SU"ER\N&. WE TO UU: 1'JITION
AND ~MIN<:. ~MENT INCREASE?
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become more self-sufficient. The increase will
The recent approval of an increase in tuition and fees by the Howard University Board - help achieve greater financial independence.
True, the increase will prevent some students
of Trustees caught many students by surprise.
from attending or returning to Howard, but,
Understandably, the university is in dire
however unfeeling, it must be realized that this
need of raising revenue and tuition is a viable
is a private institution in a capitalistic society.
source through which it can-be raised. CurrentIt costs money to run a university - money
ly, tuition comprises only six percent of the
that will not materialize out of thin air.
university's total revenue. This figure is
Fearful critics question whether students get
disproportiona\ely low in comparison to other
t\leir money's worth now, before the increase,
institutions in the country.
and are skeptical as to whether significant imA tuition increase is logical. But it is also
provements will be made. For example, there
disturbing when you analyze the universihave for a Jong time been complaints that dorty's overall financial picture and realize that
mitory housing conditions are far under par.
while tuition is on the rise, academic services
The increase in residence hall rates should be
are stagnant and an increase may be fueling
followed by the disappearance of cracked
other failing ventures such as the Howard Inn.
plaster and faulty plumbing.
·
Why not be resourceful and sell the hotel
and use the revenues from the sale to suppleFollow ilie money.
If changes, visible changes, do not result
ment the university's fund. For years the hotel
from the additional money coming out of stuhas Jost money. The· university's fiscal planners
dent's pockets, then they should get upset,
should have Jong rid the institution of the dead
This university is unique and priceless.
weight.
Despite the quality academic program (hat is
Essentially, the university needs to hire exalready found here, there is still room and a
pert and knowledgable money managers to
need for improvement. Of each dollar of tui,handle the university's budget and ventures.
tion, Howard spends 42 cents on academics.
Someone from Corporate America would
It stands to reason that an increase will allow
come in and clean house so this institution will
for the expansion and upgrading of facilities
function as
true corporation and money
making entity. Only an exceptional fina n<-'ier
and faculty.
If Howard is expected to maintain the high
could put this university on the right track.
level of education and culture for which it has
We cannot always depend on the governbecome famous, such rate increases are to be
ment and charitable contributions. Sadly, toexpected. After all, it cost~ a little more for
day's students are faced with a legacy of Joan
defaults and federal cutbacks. Howard must
excellence.
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·Message in Monday's rally
Wouldn't it be great if Monday's symbolic
seizure makes an impact on the level of apathy
which exists on campus?
What a great time those involved with the
commemorative activity had listening to the inspiring, and sometimes misunderstood
messages from the likes of the 1968 Howard
University Student Association president and
a representative of an American Indian
organization, as well as some of our fellow
classmates.
Although the first part of the program at
t~e administration building did not go as well
as p(ogram planners would have liked, the
mere thought that some 1500 students showed up was a hint that we are somehow moving into the right direction.
One problem though. Most of the faces at
both programs were the same faces that are
always active in campus events.
There was the same old delegation of campus leaders, and also the presence of the same ·
old active others.
It is time that every student analyzes his
committment to not only himself and the
fµture of others around the world, but also to
the university.
Many of us cry that the administratidn never
pays much attention to us, so what's the use
in even trying to bring its attention to problems
they know we already have. Well for those of
you saying that, you missed a darn good
speech by Dr. Ewart Brown, the 1968.HUSA
president.
Had you been there, you would have known
that Monday was the time for us to unite like
never before to tell the administration what it
is we're expecting of them. Had you been
there, then you would have heard how Dr.
Brown outlined the strength he and his

classmates had because of the large number of
them who participated in their takeover of the
administration building.
Yeah, we know that there were just too
many other things to do. But we also know
that for once, the administration of the u!liversity seemed to be on our side. In fact, we can't
think of any other reason classes were officially
cancelled. It's almost as ·if the~ gave us . a
chance and we blew it.
'A··. •. ~ ·, "'. ~ , ,. , . ~.
Just imagine if about 6,0uO students had
shown up and began to protest the increase in
tuition. Don't you think the Board of Trustees
would have had to re-evaluate their decision
to institute its seemingly annual increase? And
if a delegation of 6,000 students hadn't received word from top officials that a re-evaluation
and budget analysis was going to take place,
then Dr. Brown would have been the ideal person to advise us on how to organize our own
protest for the days which followed.
Let's stop complaining about everything
that bothers us and start acting on them. And
although many of us feel that our voices are
now falling on deaf ears, we still have a say
once we graduate.
We shouldn't stop taking interest in what
has happened to us during our tenure, but
rather use·our financial contributions to dictate our demands. There is no greater voice
and it is time we start to use it.
Paraphrasing HUSA's international committee member Bobby Butler, (also known as
Joate Wa-Watu), the success of Monday's activities was not measured in the number of
students who participated in the activities, but
rather it will be measured by the number of
students who will join an organization to fight
for our people.

.

'

New leaders, it's worktirne
•

.!

A belated congratulations to the winners of
the races for student leadership positions in all
. the student organizations on campus, especially to the new Howard University StudeRt
Association (HUSA) president and vice president, Garfield Swaby and Robert Turner, and
_ the new undergraduate representative to the
'university board of trustees, Daniel Goodwin.
What lies ahead is a summer of extensive
planning and an academic year of action. We
hope that the newly elected officers will fit the
bill of being a student leader. Look at past ad,minstrations for guidance: there are those
whose mistakes you can learn from and others
whose successes you can gain from.
For instance, it has been an anti-climax sjJ1ce
the great team of Christopher Cathcart and
Manoti Jenkins left the HUSA offices. What
will it take to regain the height of student
· awareness these two leaders maintained while
in office? And when will we have stirring
tributes and programs such as those plannned by their adminstration?
· Let the legacy df Emory Calhoun remind
'you that you can't sacrifice your grades for the
duties of HUSA office or you'll have your
positions stripped from you. And the lesson
-

. ~ ....

to be learned from Calhoun's successor, Brian
Moore, is that your finances must be k_ept
order or else you '11 spend more time covering
up mistakes than performing your duties.
And for the new undergraduate trustee, you
have the burden of turning your position,
which for so long has been voiceless and ineffective on campus, into a visible leadership role
not only in the board room, but on the yard
and in the schools and colleges. A poll of returning students, those who were sophomores and
juniors last years and are now juniors and
seniors, showed that 98 percent did not know
the name of the current undergraduate trustee,
Malena Calvin. For the past several years, candidates who have vied for that position have
declared that they will express the opinion of
the students when matters effecting them come
up in board meetings and·will report back to
students on board matters. But those promises
have passed like the wind.
You all have willingly accepted your positions and rriany have pursued them with furor.
Now live up to the promises made during your
campaigns. Hopefully with the students behind
you, you will make your•terms the most successful in Howard history.

'
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H.U. staff error
ruined dance party

.

Payton, Vince Coleman, and Willis
Reed have in common? They are all
male. That's one. Black. That' s two.
Athletes. That's three. What's four?
E' ery one of them entered professional sports from historically black
co lleges: namely, Florida A&M,
Grambling, Jackson State, and
Mississippi Valley State.
I am proud to be an alumii.i -oi·· a
black university. It certainly didn't
hold me back, isn't holding me back
and won't ever hold me back.
What can hold blacks back is - all

too frequently - their inabilit'y to get
a quality education at a predominantly white college.
That's brought about because they
must deal with race relations issues,
which take time and sap energy. At ·
a black college, race isn't an issue.
Getting a good education is.
Atfiletically and aca.d emically,
black colleges have a role to Play.

1

Dear Editor,
It has been my mi-s fortune to experience mismanagement and a lack
of organization within Howard
University's pathetic administration
and staff. This past Saturday [April
2, 19881 the Chicago Club was
scheduled to give a dance party in the
women's gymnasium of the Annex
Building from 9 p.m. to l a.m. Unfortunately, this event was canceled
due to the deplorable mismanaagement of a faculty member of the
university's athletic staff. This staff
member, Marshal Banks, gave the
Chicago Club permission to use the
facility during the aforementioned
time period. However, Banks apparently failed to send a memorandum to campus security acknowledging the fact that permission was
granted to the Chicago Club.
Because security received no such
memorandum, they could not open
the building which was locked when
the disc-jockeys and myself were
standing outside and very perplexed

as to why the gym door was locked.
After club members spoke to campus
security, the same response was
given, that they could not unlock the
building without the memorandum
from Banks. No alternate location
was available for certain, so the
cancelation of the dance was sadly inevitable. Money was spent on speaker
rentals, food, -drinks, ice, but yet
Banks has not ensured that the club
will be re'imbursed for our loses
which were due to his mistake.
In addition, much time and effort
was spent by Chicago Club members
in planning and promoting this event.
Therefore, the club deserves an
apology of some Sort from Banks for'
not following procedures, and causing a serious inconvenience for
everyone. Just as one would suspect,
the security officers whom I spoke
.with stated that ''this was not the first
time occurrences of this nature took
place due to·flaws among the staff.''

I
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Black colleges best
for black students
Dear Editor,
What four attributes do Andre
Dawson, Doug Williams, Jerry Rice ,
Dennis ''Oil Can'' Boyd, Walter

All letters to the editor should be typed and double-spaced .
THE HILLTOP reserves the right to edit and rcjcct_a~y ·
materials submitted . Letters should be sent to: THE
HILLTOP , 2217 Fourth St., N. W. Washington, DC 20059.
Advertising inquiries should be made by calling our office
during regu lar work hours at (202) 636-6866/67/68.
"The opinions expressed on 1he editorial p~ge of THE HllJ.TOP do not
necessarily reflect the opinion of Howard University, its administration,
THE HILLTOP policy board or student body."
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Tina Travers
Richard Cohen
Your Permanent ·Record:
Christians had
It
doesn't
scare
the
younger
generation
a fun break, too

"

'

,

Spring Break was sun and fun for
most Howard students, but for some
it was a lot more. Fourteen Howard
students atended Operation.Sonshine
in Daytona Beach, Fla. Operation

Sonshine is an annual conference in
Daytona where students get a chance
to learn more about the Bible and be
involved in fulfilling the Great Com-

mission. The Great Commission is
simply following Jesus' command to
make disciples of all the nations.

Some people may have misconcep:
tions about Christianity and what it
means to be a Christian; therefore, it
~ is essential that· people know what
Christianity is before making an invalid conclusion. _It is a serious con-

cern of mine when many of those
people who turn their backs on Christianity are young adults.
· Operation Sonshine gave me a
chance to experience being a part of
fulfilling the Great Comission. We
were given the opportunity to share
our faith mainly with other students
on the beach , on the boardwalk, on
~ the streets, or anywhere we could find
someone who was willing to listen.
We saw God work in our lives and
in the lives of the people around us.
This included people that we shared
with who may have seemed like the
.most unlikely person to want to know
about - Jesus or accept Him as his
Savior.
Those of us who saw God work in
our lives s~w this through prayer.
One speaker devoted all of his sessions to the topic of prayer. It became
very apparent to me at the conference

group has weekly meetings in the
Blackburn Center entitled '' Living
Color'' which is always exciting.
Also, this organization sponsored
socials that give us an opportunity to
get together and have fun. In addition, by being a part of this group I
was given the invaluable opport-.inity to go to Daytona Beach and Atlanta during Spring Break to attend two
fantastic conferences.
Some may believe that all we did
was attend boring meetings and go sit
in a corner and read the Bible. This
belief leads me to dispel! another
myth about Christian conferences.

We played basketbal, had fun in the
pool, engaged in a massive water gun
fight for three days, visited Disney
World, played slow motion football,
and had our own world federation
wrestling match. We not only had fun during our free time and
outreaches on the beach, but also we
were enlightened and entertained during the sessions. We had the moSt fun
just meeting people from all over the
country and tripping out on each
orher.
During this conference, we had the
opportunity to meet a gentleman
from Zaire a nd another gentleman
from Ghana. They opened our eyes
to different c ulture s ~ in different
countries and allowed us to find out
some things about our own culture.
At the Black Student Leadership
Conference in Atlanta, I was amazed to see the devotion of so many
Black student leaders to one central
purpose-leading others to Christ.

Once there was something called Your Permanent Record.
Everybody had one and it
somehow followed you wherever
you went. It started the day you
entered school, and it stayed with
you ,until the day you graduated
from high school and, maybe,
went to college. Then Your Permanent Record went to college,
too. '
Everything about you, especially everything bad, was contained
in ·Your Permanent Record. lf you
did something truly awful, it was ·
entered and stayed there until the
day you died. The most chilling
phrase a teacher could utter was:
''This could go into your permanent record.'' No one was precisely sure what that phrase meant,
but it seemed to mean that a
misdemeanor committed at an early age, especially in a school
hallway, would stay with you for
the rest of your life.
One bad thing could negate
everything good. The man was
tethered to the boy, the woman to
the girl. Childhood was united
with adulthood. What you did in
the former could affect how well
you did. in the latter. It seemed
probable that St . Peter checked
Your Permanent record before
making his admissions decisions .
Kids who cut classes were undoubtedly sent down.
There was not much known
about Your Permanent Record except thm evet yu11e had one and
that if it was bad you could not get
a civil-service job or. enlist in the
Army. This was said with utmost
gravity as early as elementary
school, even though none of us
knew what the civil service was
and no one I knew wanted to be
in the Army anyway.

~

Still, we were young, and we
figured that someday we might
want to join one or the other.
By implication, there was alsO
such a thing as ''impermanent
record,'' although no one ever
mentioned it. This record
presumabley contained trivial information that could be expunged or destroyed. It must have contained nothing but good Stuff since
the permanent record was reserved for seriouS infractions of the
rules or, worse, indications that
there was som'e thing wrong with
your character.
For instance, as a member of
my elementary-school color guard,
I once took the American flag,
purposely missed the holster for
the flagpole, pretended to hit
myself in the gr'oin and doubled up
in fake agony. This incident, bearing as it did on patriotism,
character and a certain proclivity
for the smutty, was entered into

the phrase is never used in his
school and, from what I read,
young people sometimes embellish
their academic record when applying for jobs. I would never have
done such a thing. I reamin convinced employers have access to
Your Permanent ·Reocrd. Like
Santa Claus, they know wh.e ther
you've been ngood or bad.
An older generation did have
reason to believe in a permanent
record. In the McCarthy period,
people were haunted by dossiers
that folllowed, like a wake,
wherever they went. Stories about
these victims of McCarhtyism
were newspaper staples; and they
were supplemented by word of .
mouth. For instance, my friend's
mother had been a member of a
leftist college organization and for
years my friend and I feared she
woutd be punished for it. -Her
membership was in her permanent
record. ·There would be a knock
on the door. The atmosphere of
those times gave credibility to the
permanent record of which our
teachers spoke.
Your Permanent Record disappeared around tl;te same time lrickjaw did. MaYbe they were
somehow connected
apocrypha to keep kids in line.
Anyway, it's a shame people no
longer believe· in Your Permanent
Reocrd. It was proof you mattered. Discovering there is no permanent record is like discovering
you don't have an FBI file documented unimportance. Your
Permanent Record was menancing, but it was also comfortillg: At
the very least, it showed that someone cared.
•

my permanent record. Alas, it did
not keep me out of the Army.
There was something vaguely
totalitarian about Your Permanent Record. It smacked of Big
Brother, of a school or government ttat kept tabs on everyone,
of a Kafkaesque world in which,
somewhere, there was a central
repository of records - a vast
warehouse where eye-shaded
clefk:s worked alphabetically
through files until they came upon
yours. Then an employer, a college, the police, would know
everyhing bad about you.

,,

Ironically, Your ; Permanent
Record was thought to exist in an
era when the techno!Ogy for it did
not . Nowadays computers can
compile permanent records, and
they represent a threat to civil
liberties. Kids now have reason to
fear a permanent record, but apparently they do not. My son says

'
'

•

-•

Richard Cohen is a columnist for
The Washington Post.

•

·William Ras[}.berry
Alternatives to welfare programs
• • 1t

••

. ..
that prayer is essential to our race Many of us' at Howard 1ike to stand
considering that when we were God- boastful and victorious over an
loving, God-fearing people we over- achievement that we have made.
came major obstacles. However ,now However, before we continue to
that we have stopped praying we have praise oUrselves let us consider the
become a people so self-oriented that true achievement that our Black
we don't have to worry about the brothers and sisters have made on
white man destroying our people predominantly white campuses where
because we are destroying ourselves. they have not been ashamed to be
Through sharing with people on couunted as a Black Christian involvthe beach and with students at ed in a movement. These students are
Howard I come to realize that many not merely making a difference, but
people have the misconceived idea they are making a positive impact on
Jhat their college years are the best their campus and on the world.
years of their lives; therefore, they
I am aware of the fact that some
must enjoy life now and later on in may hide behind the excuse that they
life they gan settle down and become know Christians that live ·the same
a boring, solemn Christian. First, no way that they do . I have'learned since
one is guaranteed tomorrow so you I have been at Howard and by attenmay not have ten or twenty years to ding the conferences that as Chris·
''have real fun'' before you devote tians we must be diff~rent from
your life to Christ. Second, Chris- others. This doesn't mean that Christians enjoy their college careers with tians are superior, but they must set
as much fun as those who are not themselves apart from those who are
walking with Christ. The only dif- ''in the world."
ference between the two is that the
This simply means that if one is
life of the Christian is directed supposed to be a Christian his life is
towards a diffe rent goal.
must be an example for others to
As a young Christian I have been fo llow . How can you set an example
anything but bored in my walk with for someone else when you are doing
Christ or the Christ-centered ac- the same thing thay they are? Being
tivities on Howard's campus. At an example dictat'es that you must be
Howard there is an organization call- different.
ed Campus Crusade for Christ that
has really been the highlight of my Tina Travers is a staff reporter for
Christian walk at Howard . This · THE HILLTOP.

r
The reason Americans hate
welfare, says David T. Ellwood, is
that it ''inevitably brings some of our
most precious values into col).flict.''
On the one hand, says this Harvard
labor economist, we want to provide
· 11'1.come support for poor people. On
the other, we have a justifiable fear
that in doing so we undermine the incentives for poor people to help
themselves.
On the one hand, we want to prbvide help for the single-parent
families who make up the largest seg_ment of the nation's poor. On the
other, we · understand instinctively
that providing that help tends to increase the number of such families .
So, what do we do?
Ellwood, in Minnesota to participate in a recent week-long seminar
on ''families at risk,'' has at least a
partial answer. He begins by noting
that the much-maligned present
system works very well for some poor
people: the elderly and the disabled.
As for the others, the answer may
lie in what he calls ''nonwelfare solutions.''
Take, for instance, the working
poor, which includeds most impoverished two-parent families. It's
no good talking about work incentives for such families, he argues,
because at least one family member
is already either working the

-

equivalent of full-time or else
desperately seeking employment.
These families, he says, are victims
less of their personal shortcomings
than ·of the economy. ''They are
working hard, or at least willing to
work hard, but they aren't making it
due to low wages or their inability \o
find woik.
''If you gave me just two facts for
any year between 1960 and 1980 the average wagi: rate in the United
States and the unemployment rate,
that's all - I can tell you the poverty rate for that year for children in
two-parent families within half a
percentage point. It runs Perfectly.
And the disturbing fact is that these
full-time working poor, after counting in all the government transfers,
are actually the poorest of the poor.
That's nuts.''
For thes~ families, Ellwood would
use the existing Earned Income Tax
Credit, perhaps doubling it from its
present 15 percent rate. Thus, the
working poor would have an addi- .
tionat$30 for ·every $100 they are able
to earn ''as a~reward for working."
He'd also provide them with medical
care.
''In short, we ought to commit
ourselves to the simple proposition
that any family that has one person
Working the equivalent of full-time
ought to be able at least to achieve

'

..

•·1•

~

.'
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staff or students at white academic
institutions. As federal cutbacks in
higher education intensify, crippling
the prospects of blacks, Hispanic and
low income studnets, many white
universities are reducing funds to
black studies departments and
minority affairs offices.
Black educators, parents and
students alike need to devise a
counter-strategy designed to advance
our collective interests, in a period of
political retrenchment and social
Jea~tion. Our starting pdint should b,e
an analysis of the effectiveness of
black institutions which are located
on white campuses. Other than black
studies departments, there are at least
three other institutions or organizations-which blacks control at white

colleges: black cultural centers,
minority affairs offices, and black
studeht unions.
The cultural centers were a byroduct of the black power upsurgence
on white college campuses in the late

1960s and early 1970s. By the mid-tolate 1970s, there were perhaps as
many as 150 cultural centers
throughout the United States. The
objectives of the black cultural
centers were to sponsor social and
cultural events, concerts, plays,
dance, and other activities which gave
Black people a chance to interact with
each other in a social environment
which was nonthreatening anct
nonantagonistic. The centers also frequently sponsored academic lectures

by visiting black scholars. community

forums and speeches on contemporary issues, student mentoring programs, and libraries.
The major problem which affected
these centers was the racism of most
white administrators, who didn't
want to finance more than one wellfunded black institution on their
cafl).puses. Consequently, at most
white colleges, the cultural center was
forced to compete against the black
studies department or minority affairs office for steadily decreasing
funds. Some black administrators
took the shortsighted view that only
a certain amount of money would be
spent by their universities on black
issues and that any funds for black

her child support."
_The disappointment in Ellwodd's
presentation is his treatment of what
he calls the ''ghetto poor."
He tells in this seminar, sponsored
by the Minneapolis Foundation, that
he will speak to this issue in his forthcoming book, ''Poor Support:
Poverty and the American Fam·ity.''
But his presentation he[e simply
acknowledges that ''the ghetto. poor
have special problems aggravated by
the 'shuns' - concentration, isolation, deprivation and terrible education'' - and that, given the fact that
they constitute only a small fraction
of the nati0n's ooor, it is folly to try
to bllild a welfare systeffi -liised on
their situation.

the poverty line. That alone would
solve the problem for roughly half of
the poor. ''
For those who cannot find work,
he would provide temporary ''transitional assistance'' (for a maximum
of a year or two} with job-trainirig
opportunities. If after that period
they still were unable to find work,
he would provide last-resort publicsector jobs.
As for single-parent · families,
Ellwood likes the approach adopted
by the state of Wisconsin. When a
child is born, each parent is identified
by a Social Security number. Absent
parents are required to contribute a
portion of their income to their
children - from 17 percent for one
child up to 34 percent for five or
more children.
In cases where the earnings of the
absent parent are insufficient to provide some minimum level of child
support- say, $1,500 for each child
-government subsidies would bring
the support up to that level. In contrast to welfare, the governmentguaranteed contributions represent
the absent parent's obligation and
would not be affected by the
mother's work.
''A woman would not have to visit
a welfare office, report all her earnings, be investigated by case workers
or treated as a. failure in order to get

Indeed, says 'Ellwood, it is a
mistake to try to devise a unified
system for dealing with the generic
poor. There are several distinct
groups of poor families, and their
poverty has different causes.
''It is far easier to divide and conquer poverty,'' he concludes, ''than
to magically transform it with some
ultimate solution. A sum ofparts can
do far more than a seamless but undiscerning whole.''

William Rapsberry is a columnist for
The Washington Post.

faculty ,s;ilaries, competing black programs and so fQnh.indirectly affected

'.

•
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I
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their own institutions. The politics of
institutional austerity sometimes fed
the politics "o f negative competition
between black educators.
The minority student progams
were created under the auspices of the
offices of student services_or student
life on most white campuses. By the

just to a predominately-white environment; sponsoring black cultural
activiti~s and lectures on campuses;
internships and part-time job~ for.
black·students in the private or public
sectors dUring the summer months;
and assistance for preparation for the
Graduate Records Examination,

late 1970s over 3,000 black ad-

LSAT, and 'other tests.

ministrators were employed at white
institutions, as many programs
designated specifically to recruit and
to retain black students came into existence. Offices of minority affairs
usually included some of all of the
following programs: academic and
learning skills supportive services;
personal counseling, dealing with
black students' emotional and personal problems and ati.cw.p?.c: to ad-

-

.

Manning Marable
hat white universities do to help battle racism
In recent months, hundreds of
black students across the country
have been protesting the continued
existence of racism in white colleges
and universities. At Bradley University in Illinois, for example, black
students have picketed their ad·
ministration for its failure to recruit
minority faculty and staff. At the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, black undergraduates Seized a building for several days, forcing their president into negotiations
concerning campus racism.
The factors
behind such
demonstrations are obvious. Despite
the rhetoric of Affirmative Action
and Cqual opportunity, most white
college administrators have done little to recruit or retain black faculty,

•

Black educators of such schools
' mu:sl-come together to reinforce thegoals of academic excellence and institutional accountability, in order to
create an environment which the

numbers of blllcks may be inc:reuecl.

Manning Marable Is tlw chaJnnan Q(
the DePQlfmml qf//lid: &utB· • Olrh
Srau Unlvmlty.

\
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• Festjyal Kjck-off
Dawnn Lewis(ADifferent World) and Diva in performance
~AST

BALLROOM, BLACKBURN UNIV. CENTER.
6-9:00 P.M
.
•

ll.!J)

- Poetry

Readine

Affair

(time to be announced)

Black Film Festival
LIBRARY LECTURE HALL
11:30-1:30
W<eiillll<e~iil&:J,

•

•

AJllll'd U i~
- A Day of Jazz , featuring

The

Project, The Sextet, and Washentun
•

T HE PUNCHOUT, BLACKBURN UNIV. CENTER
12:00 NOON· 6:00 P.M .

. Black Film Festival
LIBRARY LECTURE HALL
11:30- 1:30 P.M•

•

-Comedy Ni2ht featuring Comedian
Roland "Buddy" Lewis and your 1·
hilarious classmates
PUNCHOUT

7:00

•

.

· The 1988 Sorin& Fashjop Show
• Jg fE f:! Jg .,{j 'fl •
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM '7:00 P.M. ·
~&iillll'iil&:J,

0

. J.\jp)ll'd ~ isi
Sprjng Pjcnjc op the Yard
Music, Food and Fun
12:00 • 6:00 p.m •

•

•

•
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Washington gets first Oscar
nomination for 'Cry. Freedom'

·.
•

By Alison Belhel
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Entering the world of theater head ...

strong, actor Denzel Washington's
work is paying off.
Washington recently received both

a Golden Globe and an Oscar
!10mination for best supporting actor
1n Cry Freedom - Sir Richard Attenb?rough's biography of Stephen
Biko, the South African poet-activist
who was killed in 1977 by police.
Washington is the only black to
receive an Oscar nomination this
year.
According to an April ·1987 issue
of Parade · Magazine,
when
Washington went to film Cry
Freedom in Zimbabwe, he was fil led
wiLh righteous fervor against
apartheid.
''I went over there with all my
American anger and energy. I Denzel Washington as Stephen Biko
thought, 'What's wrong with. all
Washington, 32, played a smart-asthose crazy white South Afric~n s?
I"m going to get all the brothers a-whip young resident · on NBC's
recently cancelled St. Elsewhere.
together, and we're go ing to get
He has also played in several roles
them.' That was Western ignorance.
A lot of those people have been on off-Broadway stages, including
fighting for 20 years. They' ve lost the starring role of Malcolm X in the
1983 produ ction of When the
fathers and sons and brothers and
sisters. All they want is peace. I just Chickens Come Home to Roost at
New York' s New Federal Theater at
felt a ~ittle small after meeting them,"
the Henry Street Settlement Arts for
he said.
For the part of Stephen Biko, Li ving Center, and in increasingly
Washington read everything he could chal lenging roles in films like Carbon
find out about the man· and inter- Copy, Power and A Soldier's Story.
Wash ington is known for explorf iewed people on three continents
who had known him. His goal, as he ing the inner life of men 3ffected by
politics and social issues.
Saw it, was truth, not propaganda.
A native of Mount Vernon, N. Y.
I Washington told Parade: ''The
flight you take from London goes to - a sm all cit y on the border of the
Harare, the capi1al of Zimbabwe. Bro.nx - Washinghton attended For,Then it goes to Durban in South . dham University in the Bronx and
Africa, so there were a 101 of later \vent to San Francisco's
prest igious American Co nservatory
Afrikaans on the plane. I was in first
class, and they looked at me like, Theater.
After gradua1ion he went back to
' What's that boy doing.in first class?'
One guy just looked right at me; he New York, and met his wife Paulet·
just couldn't believe it. You know , t~ Pearso n, a former Broadway
I' m from New York , and I don't si nger .
The father of l\VO childfen
care. I looked him right in the face
Washington curre ntl y lives in Lo~
and said, 'You got a problem?' ''
A young, talented actor, Angeles.

-

Photo by frank Byrd
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Photo b~ Frank Byrd

Howard students (1-r) Michelle Murray, Garfield Bright and Morissa N~nc~- Shawn Peay and visitor Sherri Clark

Skimpy looks sptingforth
for current fashion season

in 'Cry freedom•

I

Washington will be competing for
the title of best actor against such
prominent actors as Michael
Douglass, for Fatal Attraction, and
R<;>bin Williams, for Good Morning
-Vietnam. Actresses such · as Cher,
Moonstruck, and Glenn Close, Fatal
Attraction, were nominated for best
actresses.

By Tanya Alexander
Hill1op Staff Reporter

In the 60 year history of the
Academy Awards there have only
been three black winners of the
coveted award. The first was Hattie
McDaniel in 1939. She was voted best
supporting actress for her role as the
motherly slave in Gone Willi The

Fashion shows everywhere can
find real competition when warm
weather comes to the Howard
University campus. Students glide
a.cross the yard as if it were a runway, modeling the latest in contemporary clothing: There probably is not a more appearanceconscious college campus on
earth.
Howard students are generally
smartly dressed, particulifly in the
spring. For them it is a time to
flaunt, the highest of high fashion.
Several trendy stores patronized by Howard students revealed
some of this season's possible
trends.
Limited Express is predicting
that the big article this spring will
be Spandex. Spandex is a type of
stretch material that clings to- the
body and shows everything! If
there is even the slightest hint of
a curve, the Spandex material will
make it stand out like a neon sign.
Spandex skirts, tops and legg-

ii"' . .

Wind.

Sidney Poitier was the first black
actor to win the award for best actor. This was in 1963 for his role as
the wanderer who finds refuge in a
co nvent in Lilies of the Field.
Louis Gossett, Jr. is the most recent black Oscar winner. He won best
supporting actor for his portrayal of
the stringent sargent in the 1981 film

Officer and a Gentleman.

Tony Collins

-

Photo by Frank Byrd

ings make a fashion statement that
will 'be making headlineS
throughout the season.
_ According to Kim Broussard, a
salesperson at Limited Express
• 1331 PennyslvaniaAvenue, N.w.:
the arrival of the Spafidex item is
a result of the quest for physical
fitness, which has become
fashionable in itself.
Tank tops are also ih. Tight and
cropped, a great match to the
skimpy mini.
\
.Anot~er item that will appear ·
this spring and summer is the
cinch belt. This belt is designed to
make one's waist appear smaller
and accentuate the figure . Other
belts will widen as well . .
Shapely legs are a must this
season because everythiflg will be ·
shorter and sexier. Minis will even
be a little shorter. No longer will
they be right above the knee but
just below the buttocks 'this
sum mer!
''Now it's more like daring,
sexy is in,'' said a Benetton
saleswomen.
Particularly for men are the
O Continued on page 1•1
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Cliff STill jAMMiN' AFTER 26 Y·EARS
UPI Feature
· Special to the Hillto p

'
In tJ:ie 1960's an actorldirector went looking for Americaand created a new kind of film. The man was Dennis Hopper.
Easy Rider was the film that defined an era.
'
As an actor

•

and director. he has always gone to

the edge. taking us places we'd never seen before. Easy Rider.
Blue Velvet. Rivers Edge.
Now, in 1988. we find director Dennis Hopper in the streets of
Los Angeles. In a war zone where gang members and
innocent people alike are killed over territorial emblems of
red and blue. Over COLORS. And again. he takes us places
. we've never seen before with the first realistic motion picture
about the war against stre6t gangS.

'

To do it he has brought together an extraordinary cast and
crew. All of them sharing a fierce devotion to the director's

Sean Penn and Robert Duvall.

\-

A ROBERT H. SOLO PRODUCTION A DENNIS HOPPER FILM
SEAN PENN ROBERT DUVAll "COLORS" MARIA CPNCHJTA ALONSO
Co-Producer PAUL LEWIS Music by HERBIE HANCOCK
Director of Photogrophy HASKEIL WEXLER. A.S.C. Screenplay by MICHAEL SCHIFFER
Story by MICHAEL SCHIFFER and RICHARD DILELLO Produced by ROBERT H. SOLO
llllTlllCTID
0
Directed by,DENNIS HOPPER~~. PrintsbyOeLux: •
• w~z:E "

R
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® RECORDS TAP~ A1lD COMl'ACT DISCS
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STARTS APRIL 15th AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE.
I

Beautiful People," in 1976.

'

But it was his performance as Ivan
the singer-tu rned-bandit hero of
''The Harder They Come," that' really put Cliff -- and reggae ·- on the
map. The 1972 film was a limitedrelease, low-budget project that
became a critically acclaimed smash.
The soundtrack, which included
C~iff's trademar:k numbers ''Many
Rivers to Cross,'' ''Sitting in Lim·
bo," ''You Can Get It If You Really
Want It'' and the title track was the
first reggae hit album.
'
Cliff has been reggae ambassador
ever since, playing to huge ctbwds
from Kenya to Brazil. In the last few
years he's ·worked with co-producer
Khalis Bayyan (Ronald Bell of Kool .
and ~he Gang) .on expanding reggae's
musical frontiers by incorporating
other styles and rythms.
'
''Hanging Fire,''his newest record
i ~ Cliff's most successful stylistic fu~
s1on1yet.

vision. And leading the cast. two motion picture actors of
unparalleled intensity:

I

If it w~ren'.t for J!mmy C liff, reg·
gae music might st1ll be Jamaica' s
b~st-kept secret.
The singer-songwriter, who's been
making records for 26 years, was
already one of Jamaica's biggest stars
when he release the first international
reggae hit ''Wonderful World

''I'm happy with the album'' he
said during a break in rehearsais for
his upcoming tour. ''As an artist I
always h~ve a little dissatisfaction,
but I achieved what I set out to d'o
which was to find a balance betwee~
reggae and AmericanJmusic.
''I've done what people expect
from me while at the same time satisfying myself creativ~ly. I can't stay
at one place because I'm a creative
person. Life is all about change.''
Two of the hottest songs on
''Hanging Fjre'' -- ''Love Me Love
Me'' and ''Girls and Cars'' -· were
recorded in Zaire with African
musicians.
''I spend at least three to four
w~eks of every year in Africa,'' he
said_. ··~ost of the time playing, some
of time JUSt unwinding, ''he said. His
first trip to Africa was in 1974.
''.I was .happily amazed that people 1n Africa knew my music," said
~tiff. ''I realized there were people
1n some parts of the world who knew
my work and thought of me the way
I think of myself,''he said.
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Jimmy Cliff ·
''I really have something to say to

cess, he..is still not as big in the United
humanity ... in this struggle of life you States and England as he'd like to be.
can overcome ... that is what a lot of ''Artistically I'm quite comfortable.
my songs, like 'Many Rivers to Commercially I would like to get
Cross' and 'The Harder They Come' from the U.S what I get in Africa and
Brazil, "he said.
a:re about, "he said.
'' In Brazil I play stadiums . In '84
Cliff.is proud of the advances that
reggae has made in the last 20 years. I had a big hit there, 'Reggae Night'.
''It's an established music form to- In Africa I've played to 80,000 peoday,''said Cliff. '.'It is accepted, and ple in stadiums. It is an overwhelminnow we need to build on that plat-' ing feeling. They sing along, they
form, it has evolved in many dif- know every song, they.stand up, tbey
ferent areas ... but I think there needs dance,"said Cliff.
to be a lot more creativity,"he said.
''It is very encouraging for me.
''I'm hopeful because I see some When I want to get rejuvenated I'll
you ng artists who are really gooQ go to Africa."
writers. Composing is where we have
Cliff said he is not finished makto concentrated because there are ing fi lms either. His latest role was in
some young good musicians ex- the 1985 movie ''Club Paradise''. the
perimenting in high technology movie soundtrack is dominated by
already,"said Cliff.
·
C liff's music including the title song
One of the hopes for the reggae which he wrote and perfonns.
fut ure 1Cliff is excited about is Ziggy
''I've been reading scripts since my
Marley, son of the late Bob Marley. last film,'' he :said, ''If something
''Ziggy is a good writer,''said doesn't come up I'll write something
Cliff. '' He has good potential and the myself ... ''
will to succeed. I hope they don't try
C liff said, ''I haven't reached my
to put him too much in his father's
image, "he said.
· height of creativity in music or in acDespite Cliff's international sue- ting.''
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Contact lens .i nnovations
•
•
give wearers new options

High fat content diets
contribute te poor healt}J
Most meat producers cire rewarded for bringing fatter animals to
market, the committee said, and
many foods, such as bologna and
sausage, must have a minimum level
of fat or be labeled ''imitation.''
Obesity and high cholesterol levels
are associated with increased risk of
heart disease, which kills nearly 1
million adults in the United States
each year, according to the report.
The panel noted that the average
American is eating slightly less fat
than a decade ago . And it praised
meat producers for lowering the fat
content of their products. They called for new government policies to
govern their labeling and grading of
food to provide greater incentives for
production of less fatty meats and
dairy products.
'
"'lie commission urged federal officials to permit meat packers to trim
fat
from
animals
at
the
slaughterhouse. This would encourage m~at producers to 'g row Cattle and sheep that have a smaller
percentage of fat because they would
no longer be paid for the fat added
to animals through heavy feeding and
the use of some feed supplement..,
'fhe committee advocates the
development and use of new
technologies, such as certain hormone supplements, to produce leaner
meats and measure fat content more
accurately. They encouraged producers to find out the fat content of
their animals before they are
slaughtered and sold.
Fat and cholesterol information
should be more widely dispensed for
all foods·, the panel said.

By Cristal Whaley
Hilltop Slaff Reporter
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Thirty-four million Americans,
about one-third of the adult population, are overweight and nutritionrelated health problems are the
reason, according to a three-year
scientific study of the role of animal
products in the American diet by the
National
Research
Council
committee.
The committee has released a
365-page report requesting all federal
regulators to require more specefic
marketing terms for food. This re·
quest all included clearer definitions
for words on food labels such as
''light'' and ''all natural.'' The committee also encourages producers to
raise leaner animals.
The report did not recommend that
Americans stop eating meat or dairy
products, but urged them to reduce
the percentage of such foods in their
diets. It also recommended more
comprehensive nutrition·education
programs.
As Ellen Haas, executive director
for Food and Health Policy, said to
The Washington Post, ''This report
is really a landmark because it begins
with the premise that we afe eating
too much fat. It shows that our
public policies have acted as a barrier
to improving nutrition and reducing
fat."
Although many studies have confirmed the link between fat consumption and disease, the report is the first
to fully address the role o'f food
production.
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Thomas E. J~r, D.D.S, associate professor of Oral Surgery, Howard
University College o~ Dentistry.
·
·

Area profes sors awarded
for major contributions

sity School of Medicine, and Dr.
Jeter is Associate Professor of Oral
Surgery at the Howard University
College of Dentistry.
The American Heart Association ,
''Their steadfastness in support of
Nation's
Capital
Aff·iliate
reducing premature death and
(AHA/NCA) named John Rose,
disability from cardiovascular disease
M.D., as the recipient of its 1988
has t?een outstanding,'' said Affiliate
Medical Science Achievement Award
President Stuart F. Seides M D- and Thomas E. Jeter, D.D.S., reciJeter will be honorea' rOr '01~
pient of its 1988 Community Servicachievements as a member of the
ed Achievement Award.
AHA/ NCA Board of Directors and
Rose is currently a Professor of • Chairman of its Community
Medicine at the Georgetown Univer- Organization and other committees.
Jeter's efforts have resulted in the
formation . of the first communitybased branch in the history of the Nation's Capital Affiliate . He is also a
Co-founder and Chairman of the
AHA/ NCA ·Federal Pyramid CPR
(cardiopulmonary resuscitation) Program, that was developed to teach
CPR to federal employees.
cience, funded by the American
The event will offer a wide
Rose will be cited for his more than
Psychological Association and the
range of free i.iformation-100 scientific investigations concerri·~
National Institute of Mental
including CPR demonstrations-ing basic physiologic mechanisms of
Health.
on developing better overall
the cardiovascular system, and the
.
The students were selected ,
hea1th, with emphasis on improv1
from 26 applicants, as the first to
ways· }n ! which anti-hypertensive
ing cardiovascular health .
•
receive awards under the new
drugs and other substances that afThe
Howard
University
fect the circulation.
Neuroscience Fellowship grant.
Hospital Transplant Center was
He will also be honored- for the
The fellowships were awarded
recently certified to become the
strong support he has provided for
on the basis of academic ability, ·
first medical facilit}! in the
,
motivation and interest in the
.. basic and""ctinical "'research on carW.ashington area to perform liVer
diovascular . disease as Dean at
neuroscience area.
transplants.
Georgetown Medical School and as
Dr. Clive Callender, d"irector of
WET A/ TV26 will air PAID TO
its Principal Investigator of research.
the transplant center, will spe:ik on
CARE, a 30 minute documentary
the topic ''How Did Howard
on the issue of family day care at
University Become the First
9 p.m.
Washington Hospital Certified to
The program is one of several
Do Liver Transplant s?'' at a
that will be featured as part of
The lnter'national Society for
breakfast on April 19.
Child Care America.• the national
'
Hypertension in Blacks (ISHB)
outreach
campaign.
will sponsor a program of various
PAID TO CARE will address
activities to increase both profes- •
the issue of famil}' day ·care, one
sional and public awareness about
1
of
the
largest,
most unregulated
high
blood
pressure
control
and
Eighteen outstanding minority
cottage industries in the natlo11.
treatment.
students have been awarded
For more information contact
The
activities
will
be
hosted
by
fellowships from the MinoritV
Beth Mastin at WET A, (703)
Howard University College of
Fellowship Program in Neuros998-2722.
Medicine .
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The introdUction of extended wear
l~nses was popular among those who
did not follow the cleaning regiments.
''Of the 140 million Americans .Studies show that these lenses cause
who need vision correction, more a variety of problems, such as corneal
than 25 million choose contact lenses ulcers, blisters and infection.
and the major consideration is imA new innovation is the Rigid Gas
pr;oved appearance,'' said Chauncey Permeable (RGP) contact lens. It is
Mabe, author of Contact: An Update. small and hard, but has several adLast year marked the IlOth an- vantages over conventional lenses.
niversary of the first application of ROPs provide crisper vision, they
the contact lens. Leonardo Da Vinci allow oxygen to reach the eye's surrecorded his idea in 1508, but it was face, they are easier to maintain and
not implemented until 1887. A Ger- handle and they last longer, five years
man glass burner named F.A. Muller or more.
created a clear glass disc to act as a
''You don't have to heat them up
bondage for someone with a diseas- to disinfect them,'' said Carl Moore
ed eyelid.
·
president of the Contact Len;
''Soon after this first recorded use Manufacturer Association (CLMA).
of contact lenses to treat eye damage,
''In an emergency, you take it out,
attempts began to be made to use rinse it with tap water, and put it
them to correct faulty vision,'' said back in. Or, you could put it in your
Mabe.
pocket and take it ,home. You can't
The first contacts, called ''contact do that with soft contact lenses.''
spectacles,'' were heavy and covered
''I am impresses by the perfor-'
the whole surface of the eye. The fitmance of RGP lens products,'' said
ting process was long and often fill -; Frank Fontana, past chairman of the
ed with error. Many lenses had to bC"- American Optometric Association's
blown until one was made that imcontact lens section.
proved !he patient's eyesight.
''Wfiil~ the adVantageiOf RGPs
A ma1or breakthrough came in the are genuine, they are not without
1930s with the introduction of the drawbacks," said Mabe. ''They are
plastic lens. Plastic was lighter, un- less com~ortable than soft contactsbreakable and much easier to fit on an~ requrre some adjustme:ot. ••
a person's eye. However, these lenses
Other innovations currentl}L
could not be worn for more than two available are tinted contacts that can
or three hours at a time.
transform those with dark brown -·
In 1953, hard contact lenses eyes to lighter-hues and eye drops that
became an option to lens wearers. could adhere. to the cornea and corThis new lens was a smaller more rect .vision.
comfortable one that allowed increas''What is already available must be
ed wearing time.
fully exploited,'' said Wesley.
''It's
improvements
were ''What's new may-1Iot be what's best. numerous--weight, length of wear, People have to be trained to use what
m<thod of production (and) they have."
miniaturization,'' said Mabe. It was
Regardless of current and future
also profitable to eye-cate . technological advances, the bigge"st
manufacturers.
. causes of major health problems with
Soft contact lenses were introduc- , contact lenses will remain the· users . . '1
ed in the United States in 1971 and · tack of cleaning the lenses properly
were instantly popular. Soft co~tacts <;>r _in the case of dist>osables, tim~ ,
were easy to take care of and allow- , l1m1ts on usage.
.
~d .eye-care professionals to fit a 1 • ''T~e importance of following the ·
var;ety of eye shapes. This made it d1rect1ons of an eye-care producer
possible to keep stocks on hand . For can not be overstated. Do not get
the first time, eye-care manufacturers slOJ?PY when it comes to cleaning and
were able to mass produce eye-wear. canng for contact lenses,'' said
''Soft contacts were not perfect, Moore.
·
there were drawbacks,'' said Mabe.
''If you lose a foot, you can wear · ''They easily absorb contaminants a prothesis,'' he sajd, '' if you lose
and their high water content makes a tooth, you can wear false ones. But ·
them a brteding ground for bacteria. if you lose your peepers (ey.es), that's
Strict cleaning regiIQ.ents must be it. You can not see out of a gla$s ·
followed to prevent
infection.
''
- e_re." _
.
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By Michelle K. Taylor
Hill1op Slaff Reporter_

By Sophia Tignor
Hilltop rcaff Reporte'r

Health Update

April 19:
HU Transplant
Center certified

April 13:
Day Care film
.
. to
be aii·ed

April 21-24:
Hypertension
program scheduled
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awarded grants
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SOMEONE STILL IS.
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Fin din~ your way through today's dizzying array of TDA choices

l

Program - a plan that offers INNOVATION and EXPERIENCE
in Tax Deferred Annuities ... plus:
•

• Competitive products - multi -option diversity in Fixed and

Variable Annuities, as well as Mutual Funds.
• Q_ua~ity, per~onallzed service - toll free numbers, individually
marketed retirement annuities, individual contract information
and more.
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• Loan Availability.
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For additional information (Including a free prospectus),
visit with us .d uring the enrollment period Aprll 11 through April 22.

MARSH & McLENNAN GROUP ASSOCIATES
t211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036

_.'";,. '.~J"; .: . ~;;;:-d the ;~~c;;;futly befo~ youi~or
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send money. Not llV11i~11ble in New York 11nd Wyoming.
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636-5118; or drop off your resume or
letter-of interest to Roonr 502, Business
Building.
'
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
New Jersey, Inc., 33 Washington
Street; Newark, New Jersey 07102. We
are an equal opJ:>orcunity employer.
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We'll be looking out fot you.
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at 636-5126 or Dr. Chastin at
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Opportunity to advance professionally.
Befort! you take your next big
step, talk to on~ of our representatives,
right here on campus, on April 11th.
We~ll be happy to answer all questions
you might have abbut' career opportun'ities, company pplicies, future goals
... or anythi.g& else you might warit _tO
know regarding a future with us.
1 To arrange ~n appointment, '
please contact Mr. Bill Holton

At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of '
New Jersey, we know that entering the
job market is a big step. It may very
well be the most important step in
your professional career. Often, in
business, how far you go depends
upon where you start. That's why if
you possess a degree in Business,
Mai:h, Accounting, Finance or Liberal
Arts, you should consider building
your career with us.
,·
We serve the health. care insurance needs of nearly half of New
Jersey's residents, large corporations
and small companies. But first we take
care of our employees. By giving thenf
the type of competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits that only an industry leader can. Along with every ·

I '(.
can be confusing ....and frustrating. But it doesn't have to be.
Avoid hassles, pitfalls, wrong turns. Start with The Master Retirement
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Chapel Service

Sunday, April. 10
.11 :00 · 12:30 p.m .

•

•
r

Andrew Rankin Chapel
'
.

. .

Open House
'
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Monday, April 11
10:00, · 5:00 p.m.
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-All Residence Halls
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Workshops and
Programs

Monday, April 11 through
Wednesday, April 13
7:30 p.m.

All Residence Halls

•
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•

•
'

Fashion Show

Thursday, April 14
7:30 p.m.

'

'

Cramton Auditorium. ·
'

,
•
•
I

Talent Show
•

Friday, April 15
7:00 p.m .

•

Ballroom, Armour J. ·
Blackburn Center
.

.....
•
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•

'

.- Saturda,y, April 16
11 :.0 0 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.

Battle of the Dorms

•

H.U. (William Henr,y
Greene) Stadium
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~wards

Banquet

'

Ballroom, Armour J~
Blackburn Center

Saturday, April 16
7:30 p.m.
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Division of Student Affairs. Office of Residence Life . :. ·· ·
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· .The Howard Unii1e~sity Student Association
, - - Community Action Network .· ·
' presents

•
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To Benefit
The
.

I

ar Against World Hunger

_ Saturday, April 9, 19.88
_On the Main Yard
· 2: O 8:30 p.m. -

•

'

•
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Games

ood

Prizes

•

•

Music ·

•

Phi Mu Alpha, Music Fraternity, Will Perform .
_Music Provided by WHBC 830 AM
.
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Gar 1eld Swaby, President
Robert Tu ner, Vice President
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•
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We are now accepting applications for the following positions:

•

•

'

Financial Advisor
P og~ams Director
Community Action Network Director
Publif Relations Director
Student Concerns and Grievances Director
Entrepreneurship Directo·r
Executive Secretary '
•

'

•

..

•

,
.

-

.

~

.

..

Applications can be picked up rom the HUSA o ice _
between the .hours , . 9 a.m. . 5 p.m. ApplicatiofJ,S· will .
be available . rom April 11 .to April 15. .

•

•

•

'

Fashion

•

.Continued horn !''.9! 6.

The Homecoming Steering .
Co mittee for Homecoming '88
•
IS ow accepting applications for
the following positions:

prewaabed denim shorts, accor·
ding to Ray Am•ni, a sabm•n at

..

.

Cedar Post in Oeor1ctown Park.
11
Everythina prewuhed seems
to go first,'' said Amani. Pastels
appeared on the scene for men last
season, so we will probably see
more men in pinks and yellows as
men are now as fashion conscious
as women.

·- .

•

•

The bubble skirt may al.so bring
about a new wave in fashion (the
short skirt that looks like it has

been blown up) may also bring

•

about a new wave in fashion .
Assuming that women can muster
up enough cou"rage to wear it, the
new season should definitely see
more of this item.
Florals are in! Especially in the
windows of Woodies and Hecht's,
that isl Big, gaudy flowers-in the
brightest colors. Somebody is ·
bound to wear t~at type of thing!
Stripes, plaids and checks are
still in the f8.shion spotlight and
the wdrd is still go when it comes
to wearing them all together.

* Oferations and Special Projects Director
· * Vice-Chairperson
*Public Relations Coordinator
*Secretary
*All Coordinator Positions

•

Fabrics will be light; rayons,
cottons and linens and knits.
Stafenel, a new designer from lta·
ly, has a fabric called Viscose. It
is a very comfortable fabric,
especially for the spring and summer. The material. is soft · and
should allow for the skin to
breathe more freely that some
other traditionally cool fabrics.like
cotton.
Said Cara Resnick of the
Stafenel store located in
Georgetown Park, ''It's a more
finished look this spring.
Accessories are big.'' Essence
magazine agrees that the finished
product must be just that-- finished! The creation has to look
complete.
Just as a reminder, ''one should
neveJ look fashionable but look
terrible, '' said Lananh Ngwyen,
owner of Lananh's, a clothing
store that appeals more to the
working women and specializes in
conservative articles.
What Lananh is saying is that
everything does not look good on
everybody. It all boils down to in·
dividuai taste and preference. One
should not look ridiculous simply
f or the sake of looking
fashionable.
·~
Lananh sums it up .like this,

•

-

Montgomery College offers
affordable credit ~ for
transfer back to your fow-year
college or university.

•

I

A~plications are now available in

Convenient locations
in Montgomery County, Maryland
• Day and Evening ClaSses
• Sessions Beginning in May, June and July
For further informaiion about Montgomery

the Office of Student· Life and
Activities, Blackburn Center
Ro!Io m 117. Applications must be
turned in by 5 p.m.,
Wednesday,
,
April 13, 1988.

College summer sessions or to receive a class

schedule, call the campus of your choice:
\

Germanrown

Rockville

Takoma Park

(JOI) 972·2000

(JOI) 279·5<>44

(JOI) 587-4090

Ext. 212

I

Ext . 263

•

Montgomery College
•

'

I

r..
I

__ _

•

•

Make Sum•ner
Count

_.._

"first look great, and if you liappen to look fashionable, well then,

HAIR* SKIN* NAILS

that 's great too .''

•
•

TltE UNiVERSiTy-WidE
CulTURAL CoMMiTTEE
pRESENTS

HAVING A STUDENT
GET ACQUAINTED lC SALE!
Join in the celebration at ---·
our
Georgetown Court Salon and enjoy
one of these exciting specials:
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would re-evaluate their actions,'' said
Sherri Milner, a J 9-year-old sophompre print journalism major.
''My intent was to prevent anyfuture problems similar to the ones
I experienced,'' Milner said . .
According to Milner, members of
the chapter separated seven women
from the other pledgees and did not
allow them to participate in any of
the pledging activities.

price. 20 different perms to choose from-ask fo r a

::C

>

your hair is cut and styled at regular price. (Cap
~

!that] the members [of the chapter]

· lloword Un111ersify iJance &s~mlle

P E RM - When hair is cut and styled at regular

,..
FROSTING, HIGHLIGHTS,
.
.
1"' LOWLIGHTS o' any COLORING - when

.......

members
o f the chapter who was added to a
previously-chosen line.
''The article was written in hopes

llze

penn just right for you .

....l

Continued from page 1

'

consultation with the stylist to help you select the

Cl)

AKAs

Method Only .)

~

RELAXER - with cut, shampoo and blow dry

~

at regular price. Free conditioner.

r-'

.
' 'They referred to us as the 'add-:..
.

ons' and publicly humilated us. They
destroyed many of our projects and·
told the other pledgees to '.. . hate
them . Act like they _aren't even
there, '' ' according to Milner's commentary in the Afro.

*

1(: price.
N~ll, POLISH - with manicure al regular
.
1CMAN ICURE - with pedicure al regular price.
1(;BIKINI
.

.

•

'' I agree that what happened in the
sorority should be discreet, however,
I'm not the only one voicing my opinion,' ' Milner said. ''Naomi Travers
[Hilltop editor-in-chief and a member
of the sorority] voiced hers [in a
Hilltop Op-Ed column March 18]
and now I'm voicing mine.''
Milner said Thursday in a
telephone interview that she did not

'

WAX · wi-th half or full leg wax .

.......

z
*
z
>
.......

,..
REDKEN, NEXXUS, PAUL
1"' MITCHELL, and ROBIN WEIR Products
- with purchase of Isl producf>-{of equal value) at
regular price. (With any service .)
r

1¢ PARTNER CUT & STYLE - with you'

. haircut and styling at'·regular price. (Performed at
s tylist 's discretion.)

.......

ROBIN WEIR &(:I l.

<
::i::

place the complaint ivith the regional
office.

normal life.''

'

Pugh did not set a date for com-'
pletion of the investigation.
Chapter basileus Kim Baker was
not available for comment.

Tues • Wed , and.Thurs only 8 AM·6 PM

The Alpha Kappa Alpha investiption is the second to be launched sioce
March 18 when regional officials of

S ST REET
~10RTOS " S

ROBIS ~o

PROSPECT STREET

":.:

... KEY BRIDGE

-

,,,

~

"•
!

'

ST REET

I

their ' orpllization hid its IClivitia.
susoended until funher notice.
·
•

Cramlon Uudifonum
•

* NAILS

.

. .

~

wen ,

..,, '

.,m rre,.,..._,

Must Preaent StUdent 1.0 .'

~

-T htit outreDt investigation followa
ari accident when seven plcclpes
injured in a car accident.
'

$ .,~ .datltn/$

Good only at Georgetown Court Salon.
Students S~ Expire May 7, 1988.

HAIR * SKIN

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.,..,.
nouriC«l tll8I the Alpha chapter of

CiprilJ'J,1~88 ol&'OOpm.

Al"RAST

~

~1

•

keep a low proftle and get back to my

For appoiptmcnt call 337·9292.
But appointments not always necessary.

GF.O RGET'Ool ".; COL"RT '

·

''My future acceptance in the
group is dim,'' she added. ''I'tn
reluctant to talk about this again
because of repercussions. I want to

Georgetown Court
3251 Prospect Street, N.W.

•

.

•

· At the titne~ two· womeii were ad·
mitted to a local hospital in 1~riow11
condition. One of the wcm 11, Del

ly T•apn, remains bolpild J d ~
. 1ood co11dltlon wldl a 114 • IJIJ
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That's what the college graduates who choose Data General will tell you. We 1
put real work on your desk and advanced tools in your hands.

•

.

In most cases you're part of a small design team within your first rnonth on .
the job. By six months you're deeply involved in an important project. Working with technology that's still being invented - by you. In a year you'll have
completed a ~ignificant piece of design. Learned certain tricks of your trade
concerning speed, space and elegance. And gained in corfjdence and mastery. ,
. ..
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Meanwhile, some of ·your· classmates who choose other cotnpanies may still be
in manuals. Or learning by watching, in ''third apprentice solderer'' types of
jobs.
•

J
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Obviously Data General is a little different.
Smaller
and more unconventional
.
.
than the obvious choices. The college graduates who choose us, choose opportunity. Which makes all the difference in their careers.

Make a difference. Explore a career with us in one of these areas:

•

*CPU Design
* Operating Systems
* .Communications. and
Networking
* Office Automation
* Technical Workstations
* I .anguages Development
* Software Support
* PCs and Terminals
* Mass Storage Engineering

•

-

.

•

•

I

'

•

'

Write to Data General, Corporate College Relations:GRE, 4400
Computer Drive, Westboro, Massachusetts 01580.
·

•

-

'

•

•
•

•

Investing in people to make equal opportunity a reality.
-

•
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Some readers of the Hilltop are not clear about our Editorial and Op-Ed (opposite editorial) pages and their content. ·Here, just as in the professional newspaper
industry, editorial pages are set aside for opinion. Other pages are for reporting
facts. . ·
But what are editorial pages all about? What's the difference between an editorial
and a news story? Who writes editorials? How do letters from outside individuals
and organizations get printed in the paper? Wher·e do the col'\1mns come from,
and who choses them?
,
·
·
This page--a special project of mine after· ,p;ealing with obviously uninformed
students and faculty for the past 23 issues--offers some answers.
·
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•

•

-Robert L. Frelow, Jr., Managing Editor
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The masthead is the newspaper's logo which appears
directly above Hilltop editorial~. Al~o included ii!- t~e
masthead is the newspaper's des1gnat1on as the nation s
largest black collegiate'Ilewspaper--which is based o~ circulation figures and the average number of pages printed
•
· per issue .

Editorial Cartoon

HILLTOP

•

The editorial cartoon is one of the most popular
features of the editorial section. Its aim is to provide a
different perspective on the lead (first) editorial normally by simplifying it in a captioned drawing that makes
a statement in a humorous way. Our staff artist exaggerates stereotypes and pokes fun in ways reporters cannot get away with .
The Hilltop's talented staff artist is Paul Dilvies.
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An average of three Hilltop editorials run weekly.
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The op-ed (QLopposite editorial) page gives individuals
an opportunity to express themselves about any subject
matter. These guest columns are unsolicited materials and
do-not represent the stance of the Hilltop staff. They are
purely representative of the writer' s opinion.
Guest columns written by people with special expertise in particular fields are also used on this page.
The Op-Ed page runs bi-weekly.
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Letters to the editor receive plenty of attention. from
Hilltop staffers, and Leslie Harriell-Lewis, our advisor,
(and our attorney if necessary), if they point out errors,
question elements of stories or offer constructive criticism
of staff efforts.
Published letters, edited by ·.the editor-in-chief or
managing editor, are expected to conform to the same
standards of accuracy and fairness required of other
material printed in the newspaper.
-Hilltop rules for letters ask that they not be excessive
in length (two double-spaced, typewritten pages).
Although readers are encouraged to express their views
or reactions to anything that may have hap!Jened or been
reported on, letters considered for publication are
moderate in tone and to the point. They must be signed
by the writer with classification and school (or in faculty's case, departmental) affiliation. · /
Only letters written exclusively for the Hilltop are considered for publication. Letters should be sent to: Letter
to the Editor, The Hilltop, Washington, DC 20059, or
dropped by our ,.office. All letters are due in out office
by 5 p.m. the Monday before that Friday's possible
publication date.
.
Letters are a vital element of the editorial pages because
they give readers a voice in their newspaper. The Hilltop
likes ta receive letters, and the staff would be pleased if
the volume of letters would increase.
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Op-Ed
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aff~rs,

man_a~ef
a~vert1s1ng

manager far the newspaper's c1rculat1on outside of the
Howard University campus.
Others listed in the staffbox include ind!vi.duals responsible for particular coverage areas and direct production/ layout of the newspaper. ·
Our Letters to the Editor policy is also in the staffbox,
as well as the newspaper's address, phone num.b er and
general hours of operation.
.
:
In addition there is a tag line which states that opinions on the ~ditorial page are reflective of the Hilltop
staff only.
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Tennis team
defeats
Delaware

•

HU relays promise
rough competition

''

'

,;,J.,

,,
, !"; 1-~

By Charlisa Holloway .
Hilltop Scaff Reporter

Hilltop Staff Reporter

After over coming an on the court

dispute, the Howard Tennis team
posted their fifth victory of the spring
season with a 7-1 win over Delaware
State.

I

The incident came in the fifth
match when Delaware's Denard
McLenon hit the ball at Howard's
Mark Anderson after a disputed line
call. Anderson was eventually calm-

•

ed and won the match 6-4, 6-1.
Photo h)' Paul Woodruff

Other wins included Shawn Bowen

7-6, 6-3, Rob Crawford 6-4, 6-7, 6-2
and Marty Lewis 6-2, 5-7, 6-2. Th~
team only suffered one loss.
The team memers have showe9
much improvement in their games.
Three of the five matches were very
close, but the Bison were able to pull
them -out.
The Bison have raised their games
to a higher performance level.
''We did what we had to do to win,
and that's one thing that the coach
(Larry Strickland) has been wanting
us to do for a long time," said
Anderson.
In doubles, Cedric Crear and
Anderson teamed up to win 6-3, 6-3.
Bowen teamed with Lewis to win 6-1,
6-1 and finish the match.
''Even though the (match) does not
reflect it, the Hornet s were much improved from the team we played last
year," said Strick land.
The Women's Tennis team
defeated a handicapped Delaware
team by 4-0. With two of the Hornets
absent from the match the Lady
...... Bison cruised to an easy victory.

.

•

By Marly Lewis
•

.

B_o bby Bryont practices for next
meet.
''The women played \veil,'' said
Strickland. ''Besides preparing them
for up-coming matches, I felt this victory gave the ladies the confidence
they will need going into the toughest
part of our schedule.''

-

•

- .- -. - -

•

•

. """'".

Freshman, Mayet Lopez, started
the Bison off with an impressive 6-0,
6-0 victory. Kelly Wilson kept the
heat
on the H. ornets with a 6-0 ' 6-1
.
victory and J ill Wood also cruised to
an easy victory a1 6-1, 6-0.
In doubles, Kim Oliver and
Tamiko Jackson finished the Hornets
off with a 6-1, 6-0 victory to complete
the sweep.
When asked to sum up the matches, coach Strickland said, ''Overall
we played well. We played against a
much improved team. It \vas a good
match, it prepared us for son1e of our
up-coming matches against some
tougher teams.''
Bdth teams are preparing for the
up-coming M.E.A.C. Championships, which will take place April
14-17 in Tallahassee, Florida.

Baseball star chooses
school over big league

Photo by Paul Woodruff

Brent ~cCoy keeps on eye on the ball during practice.

Bison make comeback
Howp.rd's baseball team
redeemed themselves this past
week. as they took three out four
games, pushing their record to
13-14 on the season.
The · Bi so n started out the
weekend by defeating the University of Delaware. They then went
on to take a double header from
M9 unt St. Mary's, but eventually
dropped a game to UMBC 17-14

Tuesday evening at the Bannekar
baseball field.
The Bison had some bright
spots over this four game series as
freshman Trini House went four
for six hitting three home runs including a grand slam. Cluey
Hargrove continued to bat .450,
filling that powerhouse role as
Brent McCoy missed Wednsday' s
. Joss.

After a successful weekend at
William and Mary University, the
track team will host the H oward
Relays. A meet that Coach William
Moultrie dubbed as ''one of the finest
meets in the country,'' this Saturday.
· Moultrie stated that it is a credit to
the university to be able to hold the
meet on H oward 's campus. ''When
we were running on 'astrcrdirt ' (Ban: ·
neker Field) many schools would not
come because they felt- that they
could not get the quality performance.''
Now the Howard Relays host all
kinds of Divisio11 I schools including
Georgetown, Villanova, George
Mason, James Madison and the
Unversity of Virginia. Morgan State,
University Maryland Eastern Shore,
North Carolina A&T, Delaware State
and Norfolk will also be attending the
April 9 meet.
Michelle Felder, one of the teams'
stronger performers said her goal for
Saturday is to run the 200 meterS in
a quality time and ultimately win the
event. ''It's my favorite event," she
said.
Felder, who has been running track
for 13 of her 20 years, predicted a
good finish for the relay teams.
''Villanova, Georgetown, and some
of the others will be tough, but I still
·think we will come out on top."
At William and Mary's Colonial
relay last weekend, feJder won the
open 400 meters posting a time of
53.09 seconds. She placed third in the
100 meter finals and anchored the·
first place 4 by 400 meter relay.
Felder's individual accomplishments
include the 4 by 400 meter relay team
setting a stadium record of 3:38
minutes. Members, Tisa Johnson,
Janice Kelly, Cindy Ford and Felder
plan to repeat the performance
tommorrow.
The men also enjoyed success last
weekend. Ken Beache placed first in
the javelin throw and John Branch
won the intermediate hurdles with a ..
time of 51:23 seconds. 1.he~ men's 4

by I00 meter and 4 by 200 meter relay

•

•

I

'

Photo by l!aul Woodruff

Trackster prepares~ for ·Soturday.

•.

teams put in an outstanding performance and qualified in the t:hampionship heats .
~.
Branch , a junior that Moultrie calls
''a real f~ne competitor and. class
youngster," has high hopes for the.
Howard Relays.
.
''I would like to qualify for the
Olympic trails in the 400 intermediate
hurdles,'' Branch said. He needs to
fin ish the race with a time of 50:33
seconds to be invited to the trials that
will be held in Indianapolis, Indiana
this summer.
Besides competing With himself,
Branch will be running agairtst some
top competitors including VillanoVa's
All-American Tony Valentine. ''The
meet wi!l be hot with good qu~lity
athletes, it will definately not be a
cakewal k for anyone,!' ~rap.i:;h s3.id.
The meet begins at 10 a.mj at the
William H . Greene Metnoi;ial
Stadium and laSt until tHe early
evening .

••

•

•

Seniors and Grad Students:
•

•

By Angela C. Allen
Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

-.

Brent McCoy's earliest memories
include sitting beside hi s grandmother, a die-hard New York Mets
fan, watching baseball and wishing
he could play.
If the future imitates the past,
McCoy just might get his wish to play
professional baseball for a major
league team.
Last June, McCoy, a senior at
Howard University and the shortstop
for the Bison baseball team, was
drafted by the New York .'Yankees.
'' I called about five of my friend s
al 'firsl, '' said McCoy . ''My mother
was thrilled at first and wanted me to
lake the offer· because she thought it
was a one-time deal.''
The package that the Yankees offered to McCoy included a signing
bonus in addition to the salary he
would receive as a rookie, payment
for four semesters of college and cash
incentive bonuses dependent on his
performance.
'' I figured it wasn't much, bCcause.
I was already on a scholarship, and
the only time you could go to school
would be the fall semester," said
McCoy.
- McCoy, a computer based information systems major, was redshitted his first year at Howard and
did not play.
''It took me four days before I
decided to turn it down," said
McCoy.
McCoy said his teammates stood
behind him in his decision to turn the
offer down.
''A lot of them supported my decision . Some felt maybe I should just
take the chance, not everyone gets
such a chance,'' said McCoy. '' It is
a good opportunity, especially if you'
love baseball!''
McC
Oy admits that he often thinks
about what he might have been doing now had he accepted the
Yankee's offer.
''They (Yankees) said they are sti ll
interested,'' McCoy said, who hopes
to be selected in a higher round of the
major league draft this June. He said
he has no preference for any team
right now . .
'' I just want to get a chance to
play, it really doesn' t matter what
team,'' said McCoy.
Players like Ozzie Smith of the St.
Louis Cardinals, Eric Davis of the
Cinnatti Reds and Darryl Strawberry
of the New York Mets have earned
McCoy's admiration because ''they
excel in more than one area . They
·play their positions the best."
1

•

••
•

•

I
•
•

Brent McCoy
' McCoy; · who hails from Ne\v
Jersey, played second-baseman for
two years on his school varsity
baseball team. It \Vas one of his
f6rmer teammates who introduced
him to Howard University,
''A guy \Vho played for Howard
and had \vent to my high school told
lhem ·(Ho\vardl about me. They called me and offered me a scholarship."

Get a new GM
"' vehicle and $400·

Although other schools in New
Jersey had oferred him scholarships,
McCoy said he settled on Howard
because ''me and my mom decided I
should go to a black university."

'

•

McCoy said that going to a black
school has tau"ght him many things
about himself.
".,

'

.

and defer your
first payment
for 90 days*

Congratulations, graduates! At
GMAC we believe you deserve
credit for all that hard INOrk.
That's why we developed the
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Program. If helps get you into the
Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile,
Buick. Cadillac or CMC Truck of
your choice. l,t gets you going on
a credit history. And it gets you
$400 plus a 90-day deferment
of start of payments. finance charges accrue from
the date of purchase.
.
GMAC is proud to support America's college
"!raduates, and we're proud to be an Equilf Credit

''I learned to appreciate the black
people. I wasn't around a lot of black;
people when I was young," he said.
McCoy said that his experience at
Howard in the residence hall has been
very positive.
''Cook Hall is nice. tiUring the
year you get to meet a lot of people
and you keep in touch with them. It 's
like a big family ," said McCoy.
Watching TV, hanging-out and going to .Parties are among McCoy's
favorite past times, when he's not
playing baseball or studying to keep
his grades above the re'quired 2.0
needed to play.
''I joined my first team when I was
eight years old," said McCoy. ''They
picked me last, I wish ihey could see
me now!''

Opportunity Company.
See your participating General Motors Dealer
for more information. And start picking out the car,
van or light truck of your choice. Or we\i be happy
to send you a brochure that gives you all the lietails
of the CMAC College Graduate Finance Program.
just give us a call at 1; 800· 2 ·DREAM-4.
"This deferral o( payment option ls not available In conoccdon v.;m
other GMo\C programs Ol' In Michigan or Pennsylvania. or on vehidcs v.i!h
a c.ash selling price of SI0.000 or less In New ]erse)t

•

GMAC

CHEVROLET • PONTIAC • OLDSMOBILE • BUICK • CADIUAC • GMC TRUCK
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Mardi Gras
to offer day
of festivities

•

AFILM·DIRECTED BY ROBERT REDFORD
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l'oil reg. $65
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By Kenneth Crumpton
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

The Howard University Mardi
Gras festivities to benefit the Stop

I

World HungerprograJ)l will be a sue·
cess Saturday, according to Monica
Rowland, director of the Community Action Network (CAN), .>ponsors
of the festival.
The Mardi Gras idea originated
· when someone suggested it in a brain
storming session earlier this
said
Rowland .
The event will provide games, raffles, a dunking booth, food, pictures
and live radio broadcasts supplied by
Howard's student radio station
WHBC. Information about the
world hunger program will be provided during the entire- ·e vent'.
''The theme behind the event is to
help the hungry and the homeless,
since we [Howard students] have seen
it (the hungry and homeless] first
hand we know how important the
issue is," said Rowland .
The festival will take place from
2:30 to 8:30 p.m. Saturday on the
University's main ya,rd.

'

·ran.

Milagro, ·
New Mexico.
Population 426.

Haircutters

,_

2020 KS!reEt, NW. 659·S005 I 1025 Ve rmont Aw . NW.
7.17·5!170 I 3279 MStrfft, NW. 337·CM53
201 MISS llr#I .. NE. 546-73'1 31206 Penn """·· SE. 5<13·1245

Notf;ing had changed
here for 300 years.
But there's something
about this day ...

~

·
•

Abortion

•

<;:ontinued from page 1
pregnancy.
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Now Playing At Select Theatres.
Juniors & Seniors

RELIABLE
332-1651
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•FREE PICK-UP/DELIYERY
• SECURE STORAGE ·
. FACILITIES
1 FREE TOTAL LOSS
INSURANCE INCLUDED
•INEXPENSIVE RATES
: FOR ENTIRE SUMMER
' ONE RATE FO R UP TO
3 ARTICLES .
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Here at Howard University's Student Health Center, female students
are able to get counselirlg. According
to Dorothy Pringle, supervisory
nurse at the center, female students
can have pregnancy tests and receive
advice.
''A [female] student can come to
. the center to be tested free of c·harge,
however, we don't perform abortions," said Pringle, adding that she
offers a list of referral centers at the
request of students once they have initiated the discussion as to alternatives to unplanned pregnancy.
According to Pringle, she does not
suggest any solutions to the student .
''I don't tell them wha_t to do, but
we do ask the student their plans ...
We don't suggest any alternatives, we
allow the students to make the deci-·
sions for themselves.
''Sometimes when the students
come in, they are looking for someone to talk with,'' said Pringle.
For many females, the shock of
abortion ca n lead to seek ing '
psychiatric counseling.
Pringle - said,
''There's a

Interested in a graduate research
career in Psychological, Sociological,
Biological or Biomedical Sciencescareer areas?
You may be interested,in a two-year,
fully funded ADf\.MHA-MARC
Undergraduate Re.search Training
Program which proviaes:

*T uiTioN ANd FEES
*Fully·YEAR STipENd
($~004/ 12·MONTll YEAR)
*SuMMER REsEARCll INTERNsllip
*TRAVEL TO PRofEssioNAl MEETiNGS
*SpEciAL PREpARATioN foR GRAduATE
School & CoMpUTER TRAiNiNG
Information and Application forms
(Blue) -care available in the Departments of Psychology 1 Zoology,
Sociology-Anthropology, in Social
Work and the College of Liberal
Arts.

Do IT Now! ApplicATioNs ARE DuE
ApRil 11, 1988
(There are 2 MARC Programs at
Howard. This one and another in
Botany/Biomedical. Apply on the
BLUE form for this program only.)

ps'ychiatri~, Dr. Wilbert Lacey, on

staff to assist students who want
psychiatric counseling;''
According to Dr. Carolyn Goode,
health educator at the Wemen' s Clinic on College Street, can help a
student by directing them to centers
which perform abortions.
''We assist students who want
help, but it's the student's repoiisibility to make contact with the centers,"
said Goode.
·Goode also pointed out that the
Center also offers counseling for
partners of female students.
For Terri, the emotions surrounding the abortion have been hard to
cope with, even today.
''.I haVe very bitter feelings towards
men in general. I treat them all like
dogs,'' .~ he said.

/

Forensics
Continued from page 1

and Japan , of course, challenged the
opposing side.
·
'' We are delighted to host this
debate,'' said Orlando Taylor, dean
of Howard 's School of Communications. ''Tonight we will have the opportunity to discuss a popular issue,
peacefully, with our distinguished
guests from Japan, " he said .
Jam es began the debate with a ten
minute ''constructive'' speech and
showed she was th"oroughly prepared
during the three minute cross examination round. She faced her opponent's questions effortlessly and to
the last detail .
Tyeka followed with the opposing
comments. One could see that both
Tkyeka and Yamashita were well
researched; however lost many issues
sailed by within their quick rate of
speech.
Jackson's speech was another
highlight of the evening when he too
displayed his notable talents as he

promoted free trade between the U.S.
and Japan .

"Although my opponent has said

t

.. free trade is out of date I beg to differ,'' said Jackson. ''F(ee trade has
made the United States what it is to-

day and what Japan will be in the .
future."
'
Jackson used the automobile
market as an example of the Japanese
.trade glut in the U.S. where of the ten
top selling cars in this country, seven
are Japanese produced a.nd U.S. cars
rank only eight and ten.
As common practice in debate sessions, the audience judges the victor
by a show of hands. The student.!.. in
attendance were divided in thetr · choice, thus the debate was called a
draw by John Davis" the moderator
and the coach of Howard's debate
team.

~
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For Rent

Announcements

'

Female to rent basement. Available
May 1. V2.Bath . spacious, parking on
premises. directly across f r o~
Walter Reed Hospital on Georgia
Avenue. $212 .50/month plus
1;4 utilities . For more information call
291-8835 .

Tonite at the ClubHouse . be sure to
come and kick it live witn DJ Sam
'' The Man·· Burns from 11 p.m.-5
a.m. $3 Before 1 a.m. The Outer
Space Phat Booty Baby! First 25
ladies and 25 gents admitted free!
Plus don 't miss every Sunday at the
Roxy 1214 18th St, NW as Todd
Johnson presents Lad ies Night.
Ladies are admitted free.

AUDITIONS!
lf y.;iu ar~ a ~11ung 1nan 11r
"~Jmi111 , li 1-.:ars <lr 1•1\!,·r
\\'llh J M'TI•IUS 111!<"f'''l

-to see your Doctor?

lUS l[oo\\'llUl~.

1{1ngl111~

11r<•~·

.111J
11<irn11111

, -..,_,

cl\.:

-

lt.. 11,'\

l'lc•"n

l·,,11~~.:.

a tu1t111n·fro:.:
lll~l!IUIP>!l

cot

Try Union Medical Center, Inc. located just across Georgia Avenue
from Howard University Hospital. Our multi-specialty group can
provide quality health care without the long wait.

tu~l1cr 1~.trn1n~.

" "t>ll itJ iikl· \IJ
Sl 'C \'llll ,1t llUT
\ut.1111 ... 1~. \\,·.1r
l <•Ill(•

Karen Meakens.
CONGR ATULATIONS on your
achievemen ts of Beta Alpha Ps i and
Beta Gamma Sigma. I'm very proud
of you and I know that this is only the
beginning of your success.
Love.
Your F11end (FSI Cathy

.rt.1!>1.:

ll••th~s. ~n<i

I

J1111't f1>t!-(<'t

Our staff and affiliated physicians are available to see you Monday
through Friday 9 AM - 5:30 PM and Tuesday until 7:30 PM and
Saturday 9 AM to 2:30 PM . Call for an appointment.

r•,ur lunn1
h•on,·'

• 08 / GYN
• Urology
• Orthopedics

Thu. APRIL 14 · 5:00 PM

-·:iSMR THE D.C.

bPYx

ARMORY

2001 E. Capitol

To Jello' and 'Da Boot·
Just for the record. my heart belongs
to the Ladies in Red a1 1988
Love.
The Real Father Figure

Howard University of College of
Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences
1s sponsoring
OPEN HOUSE
T-hursday. April 14. from 1 2-4 p m
Refreshments will be served
Admission is free
All are invited

•

1n sp r.:.:.d111g l~ught~r
tllT(!Ugh th•· otll·
c 1~nt art !lf (1r·

RAW.
The time is drawing near for the
ultimate test . faith combined with
love and trust will see us through. I
love you.
SAN

The Family invites you to attend
UBIQUITY OPEN HOUSE ·as
Sunday. April 10 at 3 p.m.
School of Business Student
Lounge-5th Floor

f \111111

f:ntranro>-(;u1r

:!1

Info Call Maura J\1cNamara
(202) 223-5663

•
•
•
•

Podiatry
Pediatrics
Cardiology
Internal Medicine

,

UNION MEDICAL CENTER, INC • .
2D24 GEORGIA AVENUE, N .W . • WASHINGTON , O.C. 20001-3038 • 202/234-21 87

Chilled On The Hill.
You
embarrass
womanhood.
Soliciting men through a newspaper
is immature. Can you honestly blame
him for not looking under every rock
and in every gutter to find you? !f
Derrick is so weak, why are you
advertising for a man? Get a grip and
personally seek your men just like a
~roud black woman should!

-

The Howard University School of
Commun1cat1ons Department of Arts
and Sciences cordially ir1vites you to
an
Oratorical
Exh1b1tion
a
demonstration of talent by Principles
of Speech Students, Wednesday,
April 13 at 6·30 pm. in th'e Humar1
Ecology Auditorium

Mike Harris .
Good .Jhings come to those who
wait but not to those who wait too
late.
Your sk11ng Chem. E friend

Student Dt!signPr Call VJ1ll be held
Tuesday, April 12at9am at 12.30
p.m and from 2-6 p.m in Blackburn
Center. Room 116 Selected part1c1pants wiU participate in the Annual
Spring
Fashion
Show
Call
636-6918

Sam Brad and Ava:
You did a terrific iobll ON ONE can
take away from our hard work. We
hope the bonds of friendship that
developed will remain always.
We Love You 111
The Cast ot REVOLUTION

Mandatory meeting of the Wisconsin
Brew Cre'>'I' today at 5:30. Elections
will be held for new officers

To 21-A-87. 25-A-87. 14-A-87.
17-A·87. 15-A-87, 12-A-87, 6-A-87,
9-A 87.
17 -A-8 7.
27 ·A-87 ,
13-A-87 ..
My heart is fu11;·full with emotions too
much to handle at times. anO then at
tin1es, iust enough ... You are so
precious to me. Guide me through so
I do not wander. through this sacred
AKA land
Love from deep down inside.
14-A-87

Attention All lnterr1ational Business
Maiers· There will be a meeting for
elections for next year. The meetjng
1s scheduled for April 13 at 5 p.m
1n--Room 417 School of Business
Tt1e Alain Locke Ph1losophlcal Soc1e·
ty presents a discussion entititled.
··social Groups and Exclusionism.
Do We Need to be Special to
Associate or are We Special by Lack
of Association?'' April 14. Room
L-41 in the Undergraduate.Library.
46pm

'

THE GHEA.TEST SHOW ON E.urfH ·

Personals

The Undergraduate
Student Assembly
1nv1tes you to .. :
Meet the Mr. Howard Finalists
Tuesday . April 12. 11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Blackburn Center Ground Floor
(Give us your comments)
April 11 7-10 p.m.
Blackburn Center Forum
(Question and Answer Session )

•'

Tired of VVaiting

SEEK YOUR CAREER WITH

Large, unfurnished bedroom for rent
in 2-bedroom apartment. Females
preferred. Non-smoker . Rent
$315/month including utilities. Call
559-8164 aftpr 4 pm

Students-Faculty-Staff-top prrces
paid for used and unwanted books
with resale value Tim Jones, TAJ
Book Service 722-0701. Support a
student enterprise.

'

-

'

'

•

''No matter how
bad they are,
Gran aloves
to hear the
latest jokes.''·

•

/

•

••

f -

·Cocoa.
l only think of you on two occasionsa11 day and all night
A Good Black Man

ATTENTION LADIES"'
S1on1a Gamma Rho Sorority has
changed its Interest Meeting to
Wednesday, April 13.at 7 p.m. 1n
Blackburn Center the Lower Level
Room 113. Don't Mit?s 11 1! 1

Dear Eric.
Thanks for a lovely Easter .. By the
way. the rabbit died.
Sharon

To the Gorgeous Guy from Jersey,
Int e rested ~--a-cBocic-o-m~e-d"ic-a-,-1'°R,-e_s_e-ar-;ch
I like the way your ··z·· rides .
Career??? Then, the MARC Honors
JLZ-852
Ur1dergraduate Training Program is
for you Participants are provided
Congratulations REVOLUTION cast
with a 12-rnonth stipend of $5005
and crew! The audience, stores and
. tuition and regular fees a travel
designers thought you did a fantastic
allowance of $500 to attend a projob Good luck in the future. We are
fessional meeting. and modest supproud of you.
port for research materials.
··1 Cain' t Take No Mo!''
Sophomore-level student~ majoring
Samuel Sullivan
1n Botany/Microbiology. Chemistry .
Mathematics, Physics. Psychology
Happy Birthday. Gluey!
or Zoology who have a g.p a ot 3 0 -From. ··Li'I Sister·· Kyra
or above and will be beginning the
junior y~ar of study in August of the
For sole
next academic year are eligible for
the program Application forms may
Condo for sale. Adelphi Presidential
be obtained from the Department of
Park. Two-bedroom condo. new!yBotany. Room 134 E.E Just Hall (Dr
decorated. immaculate . $47.500.
Frederick) or the Department of
Call Mark 933-3333.
Zoology. Room 126 E E Just Hall
(Dr. Lee or Ms Beth~a). Deadline for
re~eipt of all applications. April 15.
1988
1

SAni

PRIVACY ...
CONVENIENCE .. .
PEACE OF MIND .. .

DIVA will sponsor a car wash April 16
and 17 from noon to sunset at the
Schools of Engineering and Architecture parking !ot Cost for
stcidents is S3 and $4 for
nonst\,Jdents

Student Activists
.
Summer and career jobs wor k 1ng on
social-economic justice issues with
Citizen Action's grassroots staff . Excellent training and travel opportunitie s. $250-$425/week . Call
775-0370 to applv .

•

You 111iss her sparkling
sense of humor. She misses
vou and vour jokes: Even the
had <Jnes. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
Al'&'f Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandniother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So vvhenever you ri1iss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®

The SAFE lO\lf KIT lncluclts:
(4.4 items 1n d1w1cluilly wripped ).
• Sat~

love Con11.ceo1i•e lnsens

( 3)
( 3)

• Luorocatong Gel 11>.ic•etsJ
• B1oe1ie Wasn Ups 1P..cketS)

(12)
! 6J

• Sdte

Lo~e

•

(101

• Svernu1.1adl Cv11~01ns
• Ultr.i Jn1n Conoo111s

Pan1y liner

I llJ

SAFE LOVE, IN C.

ATs.T

So• 1300, G•ea1 Nac k New York 11023
'
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I
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The right choice.

1

•
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'••.
'

I

'

•FREE SAFE LOVE'S " Guide 10 Sa11 Se1 Book\e1' "

------------

•

!

'

If vou'd like to know more
al:iout A1"&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

A UNIQUE KIT THAT OFFERS YOU ...
PRiii ACY 111011'" 1.111 ;1.. xr 11 10•11om11
CON II ENIE NCE l•o • a.I 11 d119 '"nlt ll
PEACE OP MINO 11•1• 1•1 '"' •1•1 ••1•1111011 u 1111
lrom •••••116 1ri1••n<1 6111•1111tr111mrn111.i1JM1I

Help Wanted
Part-Time Telemarketing Position
10-minute drive from Howard University. Flexible 16 hours/week required . Must be articulate and en..thusiasm a must . Average earnings
$1000/month-start at hourly rate.
Call Mr . Robinson 544-3000 after 4
p .m.

'

